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Abstract
Using Objectification theory this study examined several elements of the portrayal of male 
fitness models in three men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines through qualitative and 
quantitative content analyses. The magazines ranged from an overall fitness orientation to a 
professional bodybuilding focus. A preliminary qualitative study developed coding categories 
to assess Body Type, Physical and Social Setting, Clothing and Role that were used in a main 
quantitative study examining male centered instructional bodybuilding and fitness articles. In 
Muscle and Fitness there was a balanced representation of all three body types. However, in 
M en’s Fitness the Strong Muscularity body type was the most common body type and Flex 
exclusively depicted models with the Freakish Muscularity body type. In all three magazines 
the fitness models were most often portrayed in the physical setting of a gym followed by 
indiscernible backgrounds. A solitary man was the dominant social setting in all three 
magazines; women were rarely observed. In M en’s Fitness and Flex a muscle shirt/sleeveless 
t-shirt dominated upper body workout attire worn and no shirt was often observed. The 
reverse was found in Muscle and Fitness: no shirt was the dominant upper body workout 
attire and a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt was also often observed. In M en’s Fitness and 
Muscle and Fitness, athletic shorts appeared most frequently, though the models in Muscle
and Fitness wore tight shorts almost as often as they wore athletic shorts. In contrast, tight 
shorts were worn most often in Flex. In all three magazines, a substantial number of models 
wore lower body attire that was indiscernible, occurring most often in Flex. In M en’s Fitness 
the dominating role was the Step by Step role. In Muscle and Fitness no clearly dominant role 
emerged, while the dominant role the models filled in Flex was the Exercise-Intimidator role. 
Men who read the studied magazines are presented muscular men in clothes highlighting their 
bodies, in roles motivating them and in settings reinforcing traditional masculine ideals. Men 
turning to these magazines are not just shown how to perform exercises and the benefits of 
them, but how a man’s body should look.
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He is curling a dumbbell many men would have difficulty just picking up. His shirt is 
stripped off, revealing his defined and larger than life muscles. His smooth body and seemingly 
nonexistent body fat are a perfect compliment to his All-American good looks. He is blessed with 
a square jaw and full head of hair. He is not alone. He is part of an “elite” group of American 
men, fitness models. Although fitness models’ sizes and composition vary, for many men they 
have come to represent what men in the United States should look like. And they are not just 
found in men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines, they seem to be everywhere: In the movies; 
on magazine covers; in fashion advertisements. They are what prompted the observation,
Men don’t look like they used to. Think Fabio. Arnold Schwarzenegger. Or the countless 
men in cologne ads, lie like languid odalisques in sandy beaches. In movies, heartthrobs 
from Alec Baldwin to Keanu Reeves are seen shirtless, with rippling pecs and lats; on 
fashion runways male models in skin-tight tanks and jackets unbuttoned to flaunt 
washboard bellies pace before cheering crowds. Think of the television commercial 
where a whole bevy of office secretaries rush to a window to watch a stunning hunk take 
off his shirt and drink a Diet Coke (Neimark, 1994, 32).
Over the past ten years there has been a large increase in the media in the numbers of 
portrayals of men as desirable (Gill, Henwood & McLean, 2000). The mere existence of male 
fitness models is evidence of this ever-increasing objectification of men and is reason enough to 
explore the phenomenon. In addition, the appearance of these images is having negative 
consequences for men, driving some to steroid use, excessive exercising and dangerous eating 
behaviors in order to achieve the ideal body presented (Pope, Phillips & Olivardia, 2000). An
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entire generation of men has now grown up under the umbrella of these images and the effect on 
men is just now being seen. Boys grow up playing with toys that now come bound with muscles 
that cannot be achieved by men naturally (Pope et al. 2000). Men are developing life-altering 
obsessions with their physical appearance and fear they are never “big” enough (Kennedy, 2000; 
Pope et al. 2000, Tantleff-Dunn & Thompson, 2000 as cited in Tantleff-Dunn, 2001).
Unfortunately much ambiguity surrounds the problems men are having with the images 
of themselves in the media. It is a problem men tend to keep secret (Pope et al. 2000; Wienke,
1998), just adding to the misunderstanding of the problem. This secrecy is why it is important to 
look at the images and see just what kind of message they are sending to men.
Theoretical frameworks such as homosocial theory, identity theory and symbolic 
interactionist theory are relevant in the study of male fitness models. However, objectification 
theory is a most appropriate foundation for research in this multidisciplinary area of study. 
Objectification theory transcends the communication field. It is studied in the fields of feminism, 
psychology and sociology, among others, and has also received attention in the mainstream 
media.
The objective of this study is to examine and analyze the physical portrayals of male 
fitness models in bodybuilding and fitness magazines in an attempt to discover the elements that 
may be evidence of male objectification and idealistic portrayals. Before this examination can 
take place however, the foundation for this research needs to be laid. This will be done by first 
briefly discussing the objectification of women, which is vital to understanding the objectification 
of men. This chapter will also discuss the objectification of men; within this discussion will be 
the developments in society that have contributed to the emergence of objectified men. The 
obstacles that limit the study of the objectification of men and problems with research on the 
objectification of men and women simultaneously will also be discussed. In addition the evidence
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of an objectified man in the media will be looked at, as well as the results of it on men. Finally, 
the role that men’s fitness and bodybuilding magazines play in this area will be explained and 
research questions will be proposed.
OBJECTIFICATION OF WOMEN 
The objectification of men cannot be understood without first having a brief 
understanding of the objectification of women. Objectification is traditionally viewed as a 
problem inherent only to women and women’s lives. It is seen not just as a problem that women 
are faced with, but rather as a daily experience shaping their very lives as women. Nussbaum 
(1995, 250) explains, “Feminist thought, moreover, has typically represented men’s sexual 
objectification of women as not a trivial; but a central problem in women’s lives, and the 
opposition to it as the very heart of feminist politics.”
Objectification theory assumes that American society, through creating an atmosphere in 
which women’s bodies are constantly judged and evaluated, teaches women to see their bodies 
from an observer’s perspective (Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997). This societal influence takes place 
in three avenues (Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997, 176): (1) actual interpersonal and social 
encounters; (2) visual media that depict interpersonal and social encounters and (3) visual media 
that spotlight bodies and body parts. The media’s spotlight on women’s bodies and body parts is 
seen as the most precarious of the three avenues because it, “seamlessly aligns viewers with an 
implicit sexualizing gaze” (Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997, 176).
An overlying problem in the objectification of women is the ultra thin female body the 
media portrays. This unrealistic female body, an ultra thin woman who still maintains the shapely 
figure typically associated with female beauty, is a standard that is almost impossible for women
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to meet without going to dangerous extremes (Dittmar, Lloyd, Dugan, Halliwell, Jacobs & 
Cramer, 2000; Malkin, Womian, & Chrisler, 1999; Spitzer, Henderson, & Zivian. 1999).
Research has shown that when women are exposed to advertisements portraying thin models, 
they report being unhappy with their own bodies (Martin & Gentry, 1997; Turner & Hamilton, 
1997). This dissatisfaction most likely occurs because the “ideal” woman portrayed by the media 
is substantially thinner than the average American woman (Mckinley, 1998). This current gap 
between the average healthy women’s body size and women’s body sizes in the media is already 
considerable and is still increasing (Spitzer et al. 1999).
Studies on the objectification of women in the media usually focus on magazines or 
magazine advertisements (Turner & Hamilton, 1997; Currie, 1997; Paff & Lakner, 1997; Spitzer 
et al. 1999; Malkin et al. 1999; Reichert, Lambiase, Morgan, Carstarphen & Zavoina, 1999). 
Women’s magazines feed off of the thin “ideal” by portraying it on their covers then telling 
women how to get it on the inside (Malkin et al. 1999; Stephens & Hill, 1994). An investigation 
of magazine covers found that 78% percent of women’s magazine covers contain some message 
regarding bodily appearance, which helped lead the researchers to observe, “Overall, it seems that 
visual images on both men’s and women’s magazine covers tend to portray what women should 
look like and what men should look for (Malkin et al. 1999, 650).” This is important to note 
because magazines play a crucial role, for good or bad, in the construction of the feminine ideal 
women strive for, from adolescence through womanhood (Duke & Kreshel, 1998) and thus the 
study of magazine images is more than warranted.
Advertising in women’s magazines plays a part in the objectification of women.
Although it has been argued that advertising is more reflective of society than influential, 
(Fredrickson, Noll, Roberts, Quinn, & Twenge, 1998) it has been shown that advertising is also a 
powerful force in constructing social identity (Posavac, Posavac & Posavac, 1998; Turner &
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Hamilton, 1997). Historically, scholars have criticized advertising for its role in perpetuating, if 
not originating, the ultra thin bodies that girls and women use to judge themselves (Stephens & 
Hill, 1994).
The amount of positive or negative influence that the thin ideal in advertisements may 
have on women depends on whether the viewer believes she is in control of changing her body. If 
she believes that her appearance is changeable and within her control, then looking good can 
become an ability and she may come to view her body as a performance that can be controlled 
and appraised (Lee, 2001). When adolescent girls believe their body’s change is within their 
control, comparing themselves to images of the thin ideal can, under certain motivations, such as 
self-improvement or self-enhancement, actually produce temporary positive effects, such as 
conditionally raised levels of self-perceptions of physical attractiveness (Martin & Gentry, 1997). 
However, for the most part the role of advertising in the body image of women is viewed as 
objectifying and with negative consequences (e.g. Fredrickson et al. 1998; Mckinley, 1998; Shaw 
& Kemeny, 1989; Spitzer et al. 1999; Thomsen, Weber & Brown, 2002; Tiggemann & 
Williamson, 2000; Wilson & Blackhurst, 1999).
The negative consequences of the objectification of women and the thin ideal manifest 
both psychologically and physically (Spitzer et al. 1999). The psychological results develop 
because the existence of this thin ideal and its constant portrayal in the media cause women to 
compare themselves against it (Fredrickson et al. 1998). The most commonly recurring 
psychological area of concern is high levels of self-objectification, which occurs when 
individuals evaluate their own body from a third-person point of view, emphasizing observable 
over nonobservable body attributes (Fredrickson et al. 1998; Mckinley, 1998). This in turn can 
cause body shame in the individual (Fredrickson et al. 1998; Mckinley, 1998).
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The negative consequence of the media portrayal of the thin ideal as it relates to women‘s 
physical well being is the unhealthy and possibly deadly means some women take in trying to 
achieve it (Shaw & Kemeny, 1989). Women and girls chasing the thin “ideal” seen in the media 
may take extreme measures, such as restricting calories and taking diet pills or in some cases 
more radical measures such as intentional vomiting and laxative use (Thomsen, Weber & Brown, 
2002). These eating disorders are dangerous behaviors for women to develop, particularly since 
even normal dieting is seen as a gateway to anorexia and bulimia (Wilson & Blackhurst, 1999). In 
addition to these extreme dieting behaviors, the health benefits of moderate exercise are lost on 
young women who actually become more frustrated with their bodies the more they exercise 
(Tiggemann & Williamson, 2000).
Despite the negative state of the objectification of women, hope lies in the power of 
media literacy programs to increase awareness of the unrealistic and unhealthy nature of these 
images (Irving & Berel, 2001; Rabak-Wagener, Eickhoff-Shemek & Kelly-Vance, 1998). These 
programs are effective at reducing women’s beliefs that the thin ideal is realistic and desirable 
(Irving & Berel, 2001) and need to be introduced as soon as girls reach an age where the message 
can be understood.
OBJECTIFICATION OF MEN 
“I first suspected that something major was going on when the guys in my gender classes 
stopped yawning and passing snide notes when we discussed body issues, and instead 
began to protest when the women talked as though they were the only ones ‘oppressed’ 
by standards of beauty”(Bordo, 1999, 218).
This observation sums up the current state of the study of objectification of men. The 
concept of objectification has only recently been applied to men (Rohlinger, 2002) and with it the
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problems and ramifications facing women are now beginning to face men (Borchert & Heinberg, 
1996; Hoyt & Kogan 2001; Pope et al. 2000). Yet despite all the positive work researchers and 
the media have done to expose the objectification of women, research on men has been slow to 
develop; only recently coming under study. Bordo (1999, 217) notes that she did not imagine that 
“equality” meant men would be more concerned with their looks instead of women worrying less, 
but as the most recent work in this area demonstrates that is indeed the case.
One of the biggest factors in the emergence of research studying the objectification of 
men is the idea that men should view themselves as a gender that needs to be studied, understood 
and critiqued. This development occurred as a fortuitous result of the feminist movement and has 
created a growing field of research into masculinity (Maclnnes, 1998; Wiegers, 1998). Another 
significant, but inadvertent result of the feminist movement is an effort by men to find ways to 
hang onto their masculinity and power through masculine realms that are strictly male and for 
many men this realm is muscularity (Pope et al. 2000; Wesely, 2001; White & Gillett, 1994). 
Several authors have argued that this effort to gain muscularity, coupled with the emergence of 
financial opportunities produced by the feminist movement that allowed women to be more 
selective in choosing male partners, led to men’s increased awareness of their appearance 
(Kervin, 1990; Sullivan, 2000; Barthel, 1992; Pertchuk & Trisdorfer, 1994).
This transformation of masculinity occurred simultaneously with the changing portrayal 
of men in the media and advertising (Foote, 1998), which can be traced back to the early 1980s as 
businesses sought the dollar of gay men (Bordo, 1999; Kervin, 1990; Rohlinger, 2002). Surveys 
conducted by The Advocate in the late 1970s demonstrated the buying power of its affluent 
readers and sparked an interest in businesses to entice a new audience while not alienating current 
heterosexual male audiences. This led advertisers to the use of images of sexually ambiguous, 
scantily clad muscular men to sell products like cologne and clothes (Bordo, 1999; Rohlinger,
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2002). Thus, changes in women’s roles and status in society and a drive for money by businesses 
over the last twenty years has created an environment in which the muscular male bodies on 
display in men’s magazines, which are powerful agents of social change (Levine, 1994), have 
become the norm. The muscular lean body is a goal that both gay and heterosexual men aspire to 
achieve (Bordo, 1999).
Ironically, also contributing to this phenomenon in the early 1980s was the emergence of 
Muscle and Fitness, a mainstream bodybuilding magazine where men’s bodies were routinely 
displayed (Klein, 1993). In order for this mainstreaming to occur the publisher stated that the 
bodybuilding world needed to eliminate the public perception that bodybuilders themselves are 
gay (Klein, 1993). This need was met, logically, by portraying sexualized women in and on the 
magazine (Klein, 1993). It is ironic that the publisher used women’s objectified bodies as a tool to 
gain a greater acceptance of a sport where men’s bodies are objectified (Klein, 1993).
Limitations Facing Study of Objectification of Men 
Prior to the early 1990s, research seemingly worked under the assumption that men are 
neither negatively portrayed nor objectified (Pertchuk & Trisdorfer, 1994). This assumption is not 
necessarily due to a negative view of men, as much as it is as an exclusion of them from 
objectification research or their study as an afterthought (Vigorito & Curry, 1998; Fejes, 1992).
Some of the shortcomings in research on the objectification of men arise because of an 
understandable early focus on the objectification of women. There is nothing intrinsically wrong 
with studying only one gender; however, problems can arise if the researchers’ justification for 
doing so is that they believe objectification is a “uniquely female” problem (e.g. Fredrickson & 
Roberts, 1997). To these researchers studying the objectification of men appears to be of little 
concern.
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The omission of men from objectification research was an initial limitation that in turn 
created the impression that objectification of men was not occurring. However, studies 
investigating the objectification of men have emerged in the last few years. On the other hand, it 
will be some time before the level of study and understanding are adequate because 
unfortunately, a great deal of early research on the objectification of men was conducted using 
inappropriate measures for men (e.g. Dittmar et al. 2000; Hoyt & Kogan, 2001; Fredrickson et al. 
1998; Malkin et al. 1999; McCabe & Ricciardelli, 2001; Mckinley, 1998; Spitzer et al. 1999). For 
the most part, when this occurred it was often simply because the researchers based their methods 
and findings on the existing research on women and consequently came to sometimes 
questionable conclusions. For example, results were often interpreted as evidence that men’s 
bodies are not being objectified by the media (Andersen & DiDomenico, 1992; Malkin et al.
1999) or that men are not as dissatisfied or ashamed of their bodies as are women (Borchert & 
Heinberg, 1996; Forbes, Adams-Curtis, Rade & Jaberg, 2001; Fredrickson et al. 1998; Mckinley, 
1998; Tiggemann & Williamson, 2000). Understanding the shortcomings contributing to the 
questionable research on the objectification of men will provide an understanding of where it 
needs to improve.
Men Studied With Women 
Often times in objectification research when men are studied it is as the converse of 
women (Andersen & DiDomenico, 1992; Borchert & Heinberg, 1996; Forbes et al. 2001; 
Fredrickson et al. 1998; Malkin et al. 1999; Mckinley, 1998; Tiggemann & Williamson, 2000). 
When this occurs there is potential for bias against the notion of men being objectified because 
women‘s standard are being applied to men. Unfortunately, this bias does little to further the 
understanding of the objectification of men and may only hinder it. One example of this was a
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series of studies examining the effects of body shame on eating and mental performance 
(Fredrickson et al. 1998). In one of the experiments, the researchers found that women felt more 
shame when trying on a swimsuit than did men (Fredrickson et al. 1998). When discussing the 
results the researchers observed, “Moreover, men seemed to experience the situation as rather 
lighthearted: Relative to women in swimsuits, men in swimsuits reported feeling more silly, 
awkward, and foolish and less disgust, distaste and revulsion” (Fredrickson et al. 1998, 280). The 
bias lies in the researchers’ assumption that the negative feelings women experienced were worse 
or more painful than the negative feelings men experienced. They seemed to downplay the 
significance of what men felt as trivial and interpreted what the women felt as somehow 
mortifying. When this kind of application of women’s standards to men occurs it can create a 
misunderstanding of the objectification of men.
This misapplication of standards was also evident in a study of the usefulness of the 
Objectified Body Consciousness scales in accounting for gender differences in body esteem 
(Mckinley, 1998). The researcher conceded that in the case of men the scales should be 
interpreted with caution because it was constructed for women using feminist theory, but it was 
used regardless and conclusions were drawn from its use (Mckinley, 1998). The researcher also 
noted that the men being studied answered fewer questions on a Body Shame scale than did 
women (Mckinley, 1998). The use of a measurement tool that men will not even complete clearly 
illustrates its inadequacy in measuring male body shame and brings up concerns about the study’s 
validity. When this kind of application of women’s standards occurs, research of the 
objectification of men will most likely find that men are not affected by the media’s body ideals 
for them. Consequently, men need to be studied with measures designed to examine the unique 
kind of objectification they are subject to.
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The study of the objectification of men can also be limited by the use of questionable 
samples, which do little to shed light on the objectification of men. This was the case in a study 
by Malkin et al. (1999), which looked at magazine covers to see how many bodily related 
messages existed on women’s and men’s magazines. The researchers found that an astonishing 
0% of men’s magazine covers contained a message about bodily appearance (Malkin et al. 1999). 
However, the sample was pulled from the 1987 Simmon’s Study of Media Markets, which ranks 
magazines on the basis of readership by age and gender. Because the popular magazines in 1987 
were used in 1999, the applicability of the results to today’s society is questionable (Malkin et al.
1999). The field of men’s magazines has changed dramatically since 1987, not only redefining 
how men should act, but how they should look (Cottle, 1998; Featherstone, 1998: Leader, 1995; 
Levine, 1994; Lowry, 1997). Magazines like Men's Fitness, which was not even in print until 
1987, M en’s Health, which was first printed in 1988, and M en’s Journal, first printed in 1992, 
now saturate the market and routinely use pictures of shirtless mesomorphic males and bodily 
related messages on their covers. An informal observation at the magazine rack where tag lines 
such as “5 Minute Arm Builder” and “Muscle Up! Strip Fat! With Our Surefire Plan” are 
commonplace, makes evident the possible shortcomings of Malkin et al’s. (1999) findings. Based 
on outdated samples of magazines, it is little surprise that researchers find that men are not being 
objectified and assaulted by the media about their bodies.
Another potential problem limiting the study of the objectification of men occurs when 
results are skewed and researchers come to incorrect conclusions. This was the case in a study 
examining models in television commercials (Lin, 1998). In the discussion of the findings, the 
researcher asserts that females were more likely to be shown as physically attractive than males 
(Lin, 1998). However, the actual results revealed that 11.8% of men versus 6.4% of women were 
found not attractive; 38.9% of men versus 30.1% of women were found attractive; and 1.8% of
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men versus 11.0% of women were found “very attractive” (Lin, 1998). Therefore, when 
combining the “attractive” and “very attractive” categories, there is only a .4% difference 
between the two totals. Based on the insignificance of this difference a case can be made that 
attractiveness plays an equal role in portrayal of both men and women in television commercials. 
However, the focus on only the “very attractive” category to the exclusion of the “attractive” 
category led the researcher to mistakenly claim, “Even now, as modem feminism enters its fourth 
decade, it’s clear that physical attractiveness plays a much larger role for female models than for 
males” (Lin, 1998, 470). It is important to note that the mainstream media saw something 
contradictory to this observation four years earlier. In 1994, Holly Brubach, style editor for the 
New York Times observed, “There’s coming to be an acceptance of men as sex objects, men as 
beautiful” (Neimark, 1994, 32), which is what the research actually discovered, despite the 
researchers discussion claims.
The instrument used to measure men’s body size is yet another example of researchers 
using measures not suited to studying men. The Body Mass Index (BMI) scale has been 
recognized as a poor measure of the mesomorphic body sought by men (Van Tine, 1999), yet it is 
still commonly used in research (Dittmar et al. 2000; Hoyt & Kogan, 2001; McCabe & 
Ricciardelli, 2001; Spitzer et al. 1999). Because muscle weighs more than fat, the BMI does not 
measure fit men well. When a man has high amounts of muscle mass he may be more fit and have 
lower body fat but still have a higher BMI than overweight men with much lower BMIs (Van 
Tine, 1999). One study in which the shortcomings of this are evident compared the size of men in 
Playgirl to the body size of men in the reported population (Spitzer et al. 1999). The researchers 
did acknowledge the weakness of the scale when dealing with muscle mass, yet still used it in 
their research. Because of this they were forced to conclude that despite similar gains in the BMI 
of men in the media and men in the population it is difficult to measure differences in body
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composition between the two (Spitzer et al. 1999). A more appropriate measure of men’s body 
size is the Fat Free Mass Index seen in Figure 1 (FFMI) (Pope et al. 2000). FFMI scores measure 
a man’s degree of muscularity and are better than BMI scores, because of their ability to measure 
both muscularity and body fat (Pope et al. 2000). The superiority of the FFMI scale is 
demonstrated by the fact that when Pope et al. (2000) used it, instead of the BMI, to examine 
Play girl models it was discovered that the models had drastically changed their body composition 
over the past 25 years, dropping 12 pounds of fat and gaining approximately 27 pounds of 
muscle.
Another application of women’s standards in the study of the objectification of men 
occurs through the use of figure drawings to judge body satisfaction. A set of inferior figure 
drawings was first used by Stunkard, Sorensen & Schulsinger (1983). The figure drawings (see 
Figure 2) were designed to study genetic predisposition to obesity, not body satisfaction and thus 
neglected to take muscle mass into consideration and instead showed varying degrees of body fat 
(Stunkard et al. 1983). The Stunkard et al. (1983) figures do not actually give men an ideal body 
to choose from so there is rarely any variation between current and ideal sizes. This was the case 
in one oft cited study (Rozin & Fallon, 1985), which used these figures to measure differences 
between men’s and women’s desire for an ideal body and erroneously found that the current, 
ideal and most attractive body sizes are almost identical for men (see Figure 3). Unfortunately, 
incomplete and misleading findings (Borchert & Heinberg, 1996; Forbes et al. 2001; Rozin & 
Fallon, 1988) generated by the misuse of these limited figures in studying body satisfaction 
clearly demonstrate the need to study men with measures designed for them. In a study using 
figure drawings that incorporated muscle mass (see Figure 4), it was found that college aged men 
were much more dissatisfied with their bodies than their adult counterparts, contradicting earlier 
research (Lynch & Zellner, 1999).
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Figure 1. Fat Free Mass Index Scale created by Pope et al. 2000 to accurately measure men’s 
body sizes and body ideals.
Figure 2. Figures originally used in Stunkard, Sorensen & Schulsinger, 1983.
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Figure 3. Findings of Rozin and Fallon, 1985, using figures originally used in Stunkard, Sorensen 
and Schulsinger, 1983.
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Figure 4. Figure drawings originally used in Wintich, 1993 as cited in Lynch and Zellner, 1999.
These studies make it clear that adequate measures are vital when studying male body 
satisfaction. Unfortunately as recently as 2001, misinformed research (Rozin & Fallon, 1985) was 
cited and the inferior Stunkard et al. (1983) figure drawings were used. For example, Forbes et al. 
(2001) used the Stunkard et al. (1983) figure drawings and concluded that the media have not 
created “impossible appearance standards” for men (p. 475). Because such findings will always
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be questionable if the figure drawings do not account for muscle mass, it is recommended that 
figure drawings representing both body fat and muscle mass must be used in assessing men’s 
body satisfaction (Lynch & Zellner, 1999; Pope et al. 2000). This was highlighted by Dittmar et 
al. (2000) whose findings point to the need for men’s and women’s body images to be studied 
using different measures. As the authors conclude the results clearly show that body-image 
ideals should be viewed as multidimensional, rather than one-dimensional, with thinness for 
women and muscularity for men” (p. 889).
Objectified Man Found in Research
Despite research that would lead one to believe men are not objectified, some researchers 
have corrected some of the mistakes contributing to this and looked more specifically at the 
objectification of men and found evidence of its existence. Two of the most relevant studies 
focusing on the objectification of men explored elements of sole-male images (Kolber & 
Albanese, 1996; Kolber & Albanese, 1997). Both of these studies pointed toward a need to 
further investigate the objectification of men, finding that the same negative effects associated 
with using women as decoration in advertisements also need to be examined for men because 
men’s bodies are also used by advertisers in this way. More importantly, the men being used as 
decorations did not have average bodies; instead an overwhelming proportion of them had the 
“ideal” muscular mesomorphic bodies (Kolber & Albanese, 1996; Kolber & Albanese, 1997).
Similar to research on the objectification of women, a great deal of the research pointing 
to evidence of the objectification of men uses advertising as the sample (Kervin, 1990; Kolber & 
Albanese, 1996; Kolber & Albanese, 1997; Long, 1999; Reichert et al. 1999; Rohlinger, 2002). 
Advertising is an important sample to draw from because of its ability to communicate to 
individuals how to achieve the existing model of masculinity or femininity (Kervin, 1990;
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Klassen, Jasper & Schwartz, 1993). Because of this ability, some important discoveries about the 
objectification of men occur when advertising is studied, such as the observation of the 1980s 
arrival of an erotically portrayed male in ads in Esquire (Kervin, 1990). Studying advertising has 
also revealed that the use of sexually explicit dress in magazine ads for men is increasing at a rate 
similar to the increase for women (Reichert et al. 1999). The study of advertising also exposed 
that by 1998 the use of undressed men in advertisements in women’s magazines had exceeded the 
use of undressed women in advertisements in women’s magazines (Pope et al. 2000). One of the 
more important findings about the objectification of men uncovered through the study of 
advertisements is that men were objectified in advertising in men’s magazines nearly as often as 
women were in advertising in women’s magazines, with just a one percent difference between the 
two (Long, 1999). Even further substantiating the presence of an objectified male in advertising is 
the fact that the erotic male is the largest representation of men in advertisements in men‘s 
magazines making the erotic male the portrayal dominating the mainstream concept of 
masculinity (Rohlinger, 2002). As the next section demonstrates these portrayals of objectified 
men in the media are not without consequence.
Results of the Objectified Man 
Just as there are similarities in the way men and women are being portrayed in the media 
there are also similarities in the negative psychological and physical effects resulting from this 
portrayal (Borchert & Heinberg, 1996). One author contends, “It seems that the athletic heroes 
sold through the media as a standard for manhood have placed an unrealistic pressure on young 
men not unlike that presented by the fashion model to young women” (Jirousek, 1996, 8). 
Evidence supports this observation. Failing to achieve the lean muscular body portrayed by the 
media can result in a man’s negative body image (Borchert & Heinberg, 1996) and cause him to
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be dissatisfied with his own less than idyllic bodily features such as chest size, upper arm 
development and abdomen definition (Hoyt & Kogan 2001). This dissatisfaction has gotten to the 
point where men’s chest size may be a more important element of body image and self-esteem for 
men than breast size is for women (Tantleff-Dunn & Thompson, 2000 as cited in Tantleff-Dunn, 
2001).
Prior to 1996 little research exposing negative consequences of the objectification of men 
existed (Borchert & Heinberg, 1996). Then in 2000 a marked event in the research on the 
objectification of men occurred. Pope et al. (2000) published The Adonis Complex, and created an 
awareness of the objectification of men. This awareness resulted in a slew of new studies (Hoyt & 
Kogan, 2001; McCabe & Ricciardelli, 2001; Mundell, 2001; Ricciardelli, 2001; Rohlinger, 2002; 
Tantleff-Dunn, 2001).
Pope et al. (2000) devised new tools for measuring the objectification of men and 
presented the strongest case up to that point that it existed. Pope et al. (2000) describe the “adonis 
complex,” as a problem affecting American men in great numbers as evidenced by men becoming 
obsessed with their bodies. The “adonis complex” encompasses a number of issues, ranging from 
psychological conditions such as “muscle dysmorphia” and “body dysmorphic disorder,” to the 
actions of anabolic steroid use and eating disorders (Pope et al. 2000). It is secretly affecting 
millions of men across the country, causing them to build their lives around the goal of achieving 
the perfect body (Pope et al. 2000; Wienke, 1998). As many as three million men have taken 
steroids in order to help achieve the ideal body and just as many men have developed dangerous 
eating disorders in this pursuit (Pope et al. 2000).
Millions of men have also developed “body dysmorphic disorders” (BDD), a disease 
categorized by excessive preoccupation with a perceived body flaw (Pope et al. 2000). BDD 
negatively affects all aspects of men’s lives, in some cases to the point of threatening their health
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and life (Pope et al. 2000). Pope et al. (2000, 161) list some of the results of over 100 interviews 
with men and adolescents afflicted with BDD, demonstrating that it has the potential to be just as 
damaging as the results of the objectification of women can be (Pope et al. 2000):
• 98 percent said that BDD had substantially interfered with their social life
• 82 percent said that BDD had substantially interfered with their job or schoolwork
• 15 percent were not currently working because of BDD
• 44 percent wanted to be in school but were not because of their BDD symptoms
• 33 percent had been completely housebound for at least one week because they felt too 
ugly to be seen
• 88 percent were currently dissatisfied with their life
• 17 percent had attempted suicide.
The other commonly discussed psychological result of the objectification of men, 
“muscle dysmorphia” (Bilger, 1998; Boone, 2000; Dickinson & McLaughlin, 2000; Green & 
Levine, 1997; Hall, 2000; McCarthy, 2001; McClelland, 1999; “Men struggling,” 2000; Morgan, 
2000; “Muscle dysmorphia,” 1996; Zorpette, 1998) is often referred to as reverse anorexia or 
bigorexia (Dickinson & McLaughlin, 2000; Green & Levine, 1997) because it is an affliction 
similar to anorexia. Sufferers of anorexia view themselves as overweight regardless of how thin 
they become, while sufferers of muscle dysmorphia believe they are too small, regardless of how 
much muscle mass they attain (Pope et al. 2000). Like anorexia and bulimia, muscle dysmorphia 
is believed to have genetic ties to obsessive-compulsive disorder (Pope et al. 2000). It is a 
disorder that causes the sufferer to form an obsession with his body shape and thus desire to 
constantly workout, lift weights and use supplements to enhance his size (Dickinson &
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McLaughlin, 2000). It is a widespread problem in gyms across the country, but one that the 
sufferers often rationalize away (Bilger, 1998).
Some experts dispute the findings of researchers who study the adonis complex, claiming 
that they exaggerate its occurrence and simply do not understand athletic lifestyles and thus label 
them abnormal (Morgan, 2002). However, other researchers contend that a number of men suffer 
from at least the muscle dysmorphia aspect of the adonis complex and the problem is widespread 
in gyms across the country even more than Pope et al. (2000) theorize it may be (Bilger, 1998).
Regardless of how widespread it may or may not be, muscle dysmorphia is often seen as 
a direct result of the objectified manner in which the media are presenting men today (Pope et al. 
2000). A study conducted by Kennedy (2000, 535) illustrated the enigmatic relationship between 
muscle dysmorphia, men and the media.
The men had a propensity to feel small and physically inadequate despite possessing 
musculature and physically fit bodies. Although men did work out and diet for 
preventative health measures, nearly all of the men placed considerable emphasis on 
vanity and ability to attract a partner as motivation for engaging in such bodily pursuits. 
Many of the men in the sample spent considerable time at the gym but felt socially 
isolated from peers except for the sense of camaraderie or competition shared by the 
common pursuit of building one’s body. A majority of these men reflected both their 
skepticism of the media and their awareness of the manipulative aspects of advertising 
the ‘extreme’ or ‘ideal’ images of what constitutes masculinity in the media. Nonetheless, 
media remained influential in inspiring men to work out, diet and try new exercises or 
products. Because the media images for men, for the most part, sexualize and glamorize a 
muscular, fit body, the subjects confirmed that they felt influenced to shape and build 
their bodies.
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Men’s magazines such as M en’s Health, Exercise fo r  Men Only and M en’s Workout are 
one area blamed for creating these ideal images because they stress that in order to be attractive 
men must constantly exercise (Dotson, 1999; Pope et al. 2000). And not just exercise, but feed 
and supplement themselves with the latest legal and/or illegal body building chemicals despite 
being unaware of any dangerous or negative side effects and/or true health and sports benefits if 
any (Klein, 1993; Paul, 2002; Perko, Bartee, Dunn, Qi Wang & Eddy, 2000; Pope et al, 2000; 
White & Gillett, 1994). Sometimes even being aware of the potentially dangerous side effects of 
steroids, such as elevated blood pressure, and total cholesterol, severe acne on the back and chest, 
gynecomastia, early male pattern baldness, jaundice and testicular atrophy (Rose, 1997), is not 
enough to keep some men from using them (Wright, Grogan & Hunter, 2001). This continued use 
may occur because the risks are offset by the positive effect the steroids can have on the user’s 
body image as he pursues the ideal body (Wright, Grogan & Hunter, 2001).
The need to take these supplements is a result of the media relentlessly presenting a male 
body that is becoming almost impossible for men to achieve naturally (Jirousek, 1996; “Men 
struggling,” 2000; Pope et al. 2000). This increase in size of men in the media is a direct result of 
the effect of steroids on the bodybuilding and fitness worlds (Pope et al. 2000). Without steroids, 
which came into prominence in the mid 1950s, men would not be seeing exaggerated male bodies 
in the media and would not be compelled to take steroids themselves (Pope et al. 2000).
The increasing muscularity and size of men in the media is observed not only in 
traditional media outlets such advertisements, television and movies (Cottle, 1998; Featherstone, 
1998: Foote, 1988; Leader, 1995; Lowry, 1997; Neimark, 1994; Pope et al. 2000) but even in 
realms as seemingly innocent as sports heroes and popular toys for young boys such as GI Joe 
dolls and Star Wars figurines (Pope et al. 2000). In The Adonis Complex, upon seeing the updated
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figurine of his Star Wars character Luke Skywalker, Mark Hamili is quoted saying, “Good God, 
they’ve put me on steroids,” (Pope et al. 2000, 43).
Men’s Magazines and Fitness Models 
In order to gain acceptability and financial success for bodybuilding it is necessary 
project the exaggerated masculinity bodybuilding and bodybuilders as ideal images of cultural 
norms, such as health, muscularity and individualism even if they are mere fictions (Klein, 1993). 
One method of doing this is through bodybuilding and fitness magazines, a form of media that is 
relatively unexplored in research, yet responsible for much of the portrayal of the exaggerated 
muscular men (Pope et al. 2000). Many of the readers of these magazines are young and blue- 
collar and it has been suggested they want powerful bodies to make up for their lesser social and 
economic status (Klein, 1993). The covers of these magazines manipulate men’s body-image 
concerns by promoting articles on fighting fat, building muscle and sculpting abs in a similar 
fashion to those objectifying the female body (Cottle, 1998; Morgan, 2000). The images of super 
muscular men in these magazines play a critical role in the objectification of men because 
through them the male bodybuilder becomes the object to be looked upon (Mason, 1992).
The role of men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines in the objectification of men is not 
an entirely new concept, having been the topic for a few other studies on masculinity (Dotson, 
1999; Klein, 1993; White & Gillet, 1994). A close look needs to be taken at the men portrayed in 
men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines and their role in the objectification of men because it 
is here where men turn to learn how to achieve the mesomorphic body portrayed in the media 
(White & Gillett, 1994).
Research has demonstrated that viewing images of muscular men, like those which 
abound in men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines, can create an increased discrepancy
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between current and ideal body shapes in men (Leit, 2001) and make men uncomfortable with 
their own bodies (McCabe & Ricciardelli, 2001). The more men exercise and seek information to 
aid in that endeavor, the more likely they are to be exposed to these images. This in turn can 
produce physique anxiety in men similar to that which women experience and emasculate men’s 
confidence about their bodies (Mundell, 2002). Physique anxiety can at times be linked to a 
common thread among male bodybuilders to perceive a lack of size, muscle or power during their 
childhoods (Wesely, 2001). Through the muscular images portrayed, these men see a solution and 
thus compensate for their perceived shortcoming through bodybuilding as adults and teens 
(Wesely, 2001). This perception also may explain why some men and boys with a high desire for 
a muscular body have low self-esteem and are more susceptible to the impact of these images, 
seeing them as useful advice for improving their bodies and become more apt to react to the 
messages (McCreary & Sasse, 2000; Ricciardelli, 2001; Wesely, 2001 White & Gillett, 1994). 
These men fall prey to the theme of fitness magazines that body flaws are easily fixed through 
exercise (Hoyt & Kogan, 2001).
Even the magazines themselves recognize the influence that viewing these images can 
have. In a Muscle Media article the advice of a personal trainer is, “Find specific photographs that 
detail the image you want to make your own. Attach them to your training journal so that you’re 
exposed to them often, and use this visual as a source of power to amp up your focus and 
intensity during workouts (Murphy, 2001, 6).” Advice like this demonstrates that it is not just 
ideal images in the popular media influencing the way men want to look, but the male fitness 
models that supposedly show them how to achieve the “ideal” body.
Ironically, those influenced by the images in men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines 
are not necessarily blind to their role in the objectification of men but seem caught in their trap 
nonetheless. One bodybuilder observed, “The magazines sort of force this body image on you of
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what it means to be a physically fit person. Whether we want to admit it or not, this image is what 
we want to look like” (McClelland, 1999, 38).
Men and boys both desire the muscular body portrayed in the media (McCabe & 
Ricciardelli, 2001; Jacobi & Cash, 1994). In fact, a thin body is seen as increasingly undesirable 
in the “ideal man” as boys age (Dittmar et al. 2000) and males who themselves are underweight 
view themselves negatively (Thompson, 1996). With that in mind, the kind of messages men’s 
magazines are presenting that reinforce this ideal body needs to be understood. Because 
adolescent males focus their body changing efforts on weight gain and muscle tone (McCabe & 
Ricciardelli, 2001; McCreary & Sasse, 2000) it is most likely that men’s magazines contain 
images of men who have already achieved this lofty ideal like those found in Flex magazine 
(White & Gillett, 1994) coupled with articles about building muscle designed to show men how 
to achieve the “ideal” body. Despite some evidence pointing to this, such as findings 
demonstrating an increase in articles and advertisements promoting exercise, physical fitness, 
strength and muscularity in GQ and Esquire from 1960 to 1992 (Petrie, Austin, Crowley, 
Helmcamp, Johnson, Lester, Rogers, Turner & Walbrick, 1996), it is an area that needs further 
investigation. A greater understanding will allow for communication to men about the problem, 
and media literacy tools similar to the ones being developed for women can be developed for men 
(Irving & Berel, 2001; Rabak-Wagener et al. 1998).
Purpose
This study will aid the understanding of objectification of men by examining several 
elements of their portrayal in men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines through content 
analyses. The purpose of this research is not to see what men who read men’s general interest 
magazines are exposed to. Rather, this study is concerned with what men who are for some
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reason already drawn to bodybuilding and fitness publications are exposed to. Within this frame, 
importance will be paid to Fredrickson and Robert’s (1997) assertion that one way objectification 
occurs is through visual media that spotlight bodies and body parts. This study is not designed to 
examine whether objectification is occurring, but rather how it occurs, because these magazines 
inherently spotlight men’s bodies and body parts. The men who are drawn to these publications 
are given a broad range of images to choose from, from the athletic and lean model seen in M en’s 
Health to the exaggeratedly muscled model found in Muscular Development. Looking at the 
images across this spectrum can lend insight into the different images that readers of each type of 
magazine are seeing.
As illustrated in the literature review, the most important element under investigation in 
this study is the male fitness models’ body size and composition. Research questions that 
specifically look at the size and composition of the models are the central focus.
RQ1: What body types appear in different types of men’s bodybuilding and fitness 
magazines?
RQ2: How frequently does each body type appear in each type of men’s bodybuilding 
and fitness magazine?
This study is similar to the work of Kolber and Albanese (1996), which examined male 
models’ body size and a variety of factors in sole-male advertisements and found that a 
mesomorphic body is the norm in advertising in men’s magazines. However, because the present 
study’s focus will be on bodybuilding and fitness magazines, the body types examined will be 
limited to muscular physiques, while Kolber and Albanese (1996) looked at body types across 
ectomorph, mesomorph and endomorph ranges.
The present study also examines elements that augment magazine portrayals of men’s 
body size and composition, such as physical and social setting, roles and clothing.
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Kolber and Albanese (1996) investigated the settings in which sole-male models in 
magazine advertising were portrayed. Focusing on three possible settings (i.e., outdoor, indoor, 
and no physical setting) they found that men are depicted most often in advertising with no 
physical setting. The absence of a physical setting can place emphasis on the model and increase 
his importance in selling the product (Kolber & Albanese, 1996). Similarly, the nature of both 
physical and social setting is likely to be an important element in the portrayal of male fitness 
models in different types of bodybuilding and fitness magazines.
RQ3: In what physical and social settings are male fitness models portrayed in within 
different types of men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines?
RQ4: How frequently are male fitness models seen in each setting in each type of men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness magazine?
The role of men as a sexual display was first seen in the 1980s (Kervin, 1990) and it is 
clear that the clothing worn plays an important part in this kind of portrayal. In a study 
comparable to the present study, Reichert et al. (1999) examined the levels of sexually suggestive 
clothing worn by men and women in magazine advertising using a four category coding tool 
ranging from “demure” to “nude” and found that men are increasingly being depicted in sexually 
suggestive clothing. Based on these findings, it is apparent that clothing is an area of concern 
regarding the objectification of men. However, studies have not yet determined what types of 
clothing male fitness models are portrayed in or whether the apparel differs in different types of 
men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines.
RQ5: What kind of workout attire do male fitness models wear in different types of 
men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines?
RQ6: How frequently are the male fitness models observed in each type of workout attire 
in each type of men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazine?
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Just as women’s magazines have been called “social scripts” for women (Currie, 1997, 
456), men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines can be “social scripts” for men, with male fitness 
models as the actors. Thus understanding the roles these models play is important in 
understanding the messages they are communicating. Understanding the functional roles male 
fitness models play is important because of the level of idealism being implied by each portrayal. 
Kolber and Albanese (1997) coded role portrayals of men in magazine advertising to determine 
what identity the advertiser was attempting to give the model. Vigorito and Curry (1998) also 
examined the roles of men in magazines in an effort to see how roles portrayed by men vary 
based on the age, class and marital status of the audience and thus create, reflect and reinforce 
gender identity. Similarly this study will examine the role portrayals of male models in different 
types of men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines, whose audiences may vary.
RQ7: What functional roles are filled by the male fitness models portrayed in different 
types of men’s fitness and bodybuilding magazines?
RQ8: How frequently does each functional role appear in each type of men’s 




This chapter will describe the methodology and analytic approach of both a preliminary 
and main study. The former study is a qualitative content analysis used to establish coding 
categories for the latter study, a quantitative content analysis. This research does not intend to 
demonstrate causality or pervasiveness of objectification of men in the media, or even in 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines. The goal is instead to explore and observe the nature of the 
physical portrayals of fitness models in an attempt to discover the elements their current portrayal 
contains, which may be evidence of male objectification, idealized images and unrealistic 
portrayals.
Preliminary Study
Since magazine images of male fitness models have rarely been studied before, it was 
necessary to begin by conducting a preliminary qualitative content analysis of men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines. The purpose of the preliminary study was to narrow down 
the sample selection and further establish coding categories for the main study. The analysis 
utilized techniques similar to the kind employed in studying advertising models (Kervin, 1990; 
Kolber & Albanese, 1996; Kolber & Albanese, 1997; Long, 1999; Reichert et al. 1999;
Rohlinger, 2002). Advertising models fulfill the “appearance promise” by creating a belief that 
the use of the advertised product will help the consumer look like the model (Thomas & Treiber, 
2000). The word “product” can be replaced with “workout” to make the definition of the 
appearance promise apply to male fitness models.
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Sample
The sample of magazines selected for preliminary analysis included the entire spectrum 
of men’s body sizes. Observations of the bodybuilding and fitness magazines at major bookstores 
led this researcher to conclude that men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines present men’s 
bodies along a muscle and bodybuilding intensity continuum, intended to appeal to audiences 
ranging from fitness enthusiasts to hardcore bodybuilders. Therefore a purposive sample was 
designed to include all possible representations of fitness models that could occur, a common 
practice in qualitative research (Maxwell, 1996). The sample consisted of the April 2002 issues of 
seven men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines: American Health & Fitness For Today’s Man, 
M en’s Fitness, M en’s Health, M en’s Workout, Muscle and Fitness, Muscular Development, and 
Muscle Media (see Appendix A for details of each magazine). The use of such a small sample is 
an accepted technique in qualitative content analysis because it enables in-depth examination of 
the data and there is no need to justify formal and precise counting (Berelson, 1952).
Within the magazines, the articles that teach men how to achieve the “ideal” male body 
were of particular interest. Therefore the sample was drawn from male centered (a) bodybuilding 
articles that demonstrated specific weightlifting exercises or weightlifting routines and (b) fitness 
articles demonstrating workouts other than weightlifting exercises or weightlifting routines (e.g. 
plyometrics, cardiovascular workouts and stretching routines). Excluded from the analysis were 
articles pertaining to supplements, diets, contests and sport skills. Articles shorter than two full 




The preliminary content analysis accomplished two goals. First, distinct types of male 
body images (body size and composition) portrayed by fitness models in men’s fitness and 
bodybuilding magazines were identified. Second, portrayals of three important characteristics 
associated with male body images were explored: clothing worn by the models, the social and 
physical settings the models were in and the functional roles of the models. Thus, the components 
making up the physical appearance of the models and the context they were presented in were 
examined, allowing for an observation of latent content of these portrayals (Babbie, 2001). As a 
result of this process, sample selection criteria were established and coding categories were 
defined for use in the main study.
Body Type
The preliminary qualitative analysis revealed that male fitness models fit relatively neatly 
into three ascending body types: Strong Muscularity, Large Muscularity and Freakish 
Muscularity. These three sizes were identified with references to Pope et al’s. (2000) Fat Free 
Mass Index (FFMI), but were most similar in look and segmentation to the three largest figure 
drawings seen in a scale used by Lynch and Zellner (1999; originally used in Wintich, 1993 as 
cited in Lynch & Zellner, 1999). Strong Muscularity resembles the Wintich scale’s number 70; 
Large Muscularity resembles the Wintich scale’s number 80; and Freakish Muscularity resembles 
the Wintich scale’s number 90 (see Figure 4 in Chapter4 of this thesis). For this particular study 
the Lynch and Zellner (1999) figures also are preferable over the Pope et al. (2000) FFMI 
because muscle definition and concrete distinctions between the figures are clearly visible. The 
use of these figures will allow the present study to avoid pitfalls that Petrie et al. (1996) 
encountered when studying male attractiveness in fashion magazine models. They used rulers to
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measure the chest-to-waist ratios of the models but were unable to account for increases in 
muscularity and definition.
The Strong Muscularity body type is the smallest in size and is commonly referred to as 
“lean muscularity” or “mesomorphic.” This body type is best described as well proportioned, 
with muscles with visible definition and deep muscle separation. The male fitness models 
possessing the Strong Muscularity body type have a classic v-tapered body, with broad shoulders 
and a narrow waist.
The Large Muscularity body type has low, yet still healthy levels of body fat similar to 
the Strong Muscularity body type. Large Muscularity is the Hercules type body, massive muscles 
that still maintain somewhat natural body proportions. The Large Muscularity body type does not 
appear to be so large that it would had to have been achieved with the use of steroids; it does 
however teeter on the edge of the size Pope et al. (2000) believe cannot be achieved without 
steroids.
The name Freakish Muscularity suggests the nature of the models possessing this body 
type. Male fitness models with Freakish Muscularity are enormous, with extremely out of 
proportion body parts. Their heads seem small on their over-sized bodies and their trapezius 
muscles are so over-developed that their necks disappear. Their physical size is well beyond what 
could be achieved through natural means and well beyond that of an average man. The body fat 
levels of male fitness models with this body type are so low that their veins are clearly visible, 
bulging out from under their skin, creating a rather noxious appearance. Unlike the other two 
body types, the aesthetic pursuit for this body type appears to focus on the muscle itself, not the 
pleasing look of a well-toned muscular body. The Freakish Muscularity body type (see Figure 5) 
represents a body that cannot be achieved without steroids based on physical features that Pope et 
al. (2000) claim are evidence of steroid use.
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Figure 5. Fitness model with the Freakish Muscularity body type.
Thus the coding categories used to assess the Body Type variable in the main study (RQ1 
and RQ2) will be based on the three largest figure drawings used by Lynch and Zellner (1999). 
The body images will be placed into one of three body type categories: Strong Muscularity 
(Wintich size 70), Large Muscularity (Wintich size 80) and Freakish Muscularity (Wintich size 
90). In addition an Other category will be coded to account for any other sizes that may be 
presented.
Physical and Social Settings
As would be expected, the preliminary study demonstrated that male fitness models are 
typically portrayed in a gym setting, be it a commercial gym or their own home gym. However, 
in a few portrayals the models were taken out of the expected realm of gyms and seen exercising 
against an indiscernible background, such as a fuzzy photo, an empty room or a solid color. This
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kind of portrayal places emphasis on the man’s body -  a noted objectifying portrayal (Kolber & 
Albanese, 1997).
Equally of note, some male fitness models were observed exercising in misplaced 
physical settings. For example, in Muscle Media, a model was portrayed exercising at the beach 
where he was conveniently supplied with all of the necessary equipment (i.e. an exercise ball, a 
medicine ball and two dumbbells). Similarly, Men *s Workout routinely depicted models working 
out in such ridiculous backgrounds as outside a building in a downtown area, where they too are 
conveniently supplied with all of the necessary equipment. Placing models in these types of 
settings reduces them to a decorative status and is consistent with objectification theory.
Offsetting the use of settings that objectify men’s bodies is the use of real life settings 
which demonstrate that these men can be seen as more than mere ornaments and actually can be 
functional in society. For example, one model was depicted in a “day in the life” portrayal, 
hanging out all over town, in his apartment getting ready for bed, at the grocery store picking up 
nutritious food, rollerblading in the park or just hanging out outside his apartment building.
The social setting is also an important feature of the context in which male fitness models 
are portrayed. It was evident from the analysis that the male fitness models were almost always 
portrayed alone. These portrayals of isolated male fitness models reinforce the social 
acceptability of the self-reliant, strong and independent man observed by Kervin (1990). The 
masculine ideal entails detachment and independence (Bird, 1996; Kolber & Albanese, 1996), 
which is clearly supported by these lonely images. Only in a few instances were male fitness 
models seen with another person, which was usually a provocatively posed woman. Men were 
rarely observed together and even then, it was in competitive portrayals, suggesting that the only 
time men should be seen together is when they are in competition with each other, a typically 
masculine trait (Bird, 1996).
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Based on the findings of the preliminary study, five coding categories were developed to 
examine the Physical Setting variable: Gym; Indiscernible Background; Misplaced Settings; Real 
Life Settings; and Other. In addition, it was determined that the Social Setting variable can be 
efficiently coded by counting the number of men and women in each image. These coding 
categories will be used to address RQ3 and RQ4 in the main study.
Clothing
The preliminary study made it clear that although the occasional muscle T-shirt or 
sleeveless T-shirt was worn, a bare chested model appeared to be the standard portrayal in men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness and magazines. For the lower body, loose-fitting athletic shorts and 
shapeless workout pants were the most common attire. However, tight spandex shorts were also 
seen on occasion and bikini shorts also appeared albeit rarely. The broad range of lower body 
attire is interesting. Some of these portrayals clearly place a spotlight on men’s bodies, an 
important element of objectification.
Male fitness models were also portrayed in non-workout clothes. However, even in this 
type of portrayal, the male fitness model’s body was often still on display. For example, in one 
depiction the model was shown in varied non workout attire, ranging from a t-shirt and blue jeans 
with his t-shirt pulled up to expose his abdominal muscles, to Army fatigues with his shirt 
unbuttoned revealing his chest and abdominal muscles.
The preliminary results demonstrated that for the Clothing variable, both upper and lower 
body attire and non-workout attire need to be investigated in the main study (RQ5 and RQ6). 
Therefore, Workout Attire and Non-Workout Attire will be coded as separate categories with 
subcategories for each one. Upper Body Workout Attire will include three coding subcategories 
(T-Shirt w/Sleeves, Muscle Shirt/Sleeveless T-Shirt, and No Shirt). Lower Body Workout Attire
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will include three coding subcategories (Tight Shorts, Athletic Shorts and Workout Pants). In 
addition an Other category under both Upper Body Workout Attire and Lower Body Workout 
Attire will be included to ensure exhaustiveness. Non-Revealing Non-Workout Attire and 
Revealing Non-Workout Attire categories will be used to examine non-workout attire. Finally 
there will be a separate Other coding category.
Roles
Two main roles were found to dominate the function of male fitness models, Goal Body 
and Exercise Demonstrator. Both perpetuate the “ideal” man’s body, especially the Goal Body 
role. Whereas the Exercise Demonstrator primarily demonstrates how to complete the exercises 
that supposedly created the body on display, the Goal Body role simply presents men in 
statuesque poses that show other men a body they should aspire to achieve. Although a few other 
isolated roles were observed, most male fitness models were found fulfilling one of these two 
roles.
Within the Goal Body role four variations were observed: the Encourager; the 
Intimidator; the Inviter; and the Body Part. The Encourager is usually smiling at the reader and 
seems to most plainly state “here is a body that the reader should try to achieve if he cares about 
himself and he could be rewarded with women and respect if he does.” Next, the Intimidator is 
characterized by bullying glares at the camera, if the camera is acknowledged at all. The models 
in this role appeal to the competitive nature of men and challenge the reader to work this hard and 
be this intense and tough. Third, the Inviter role (see Figure 6) not only portrays a body the reader 
should desire, but one that he should also find sexually attractive. The Inviter role relies on 
sexualized body positioning used to draw the attention of the reader to the groin area. This 
positioning is done either through the fitness model’s hands teasingly tugging at his shorts or
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through positioning of the pelvic region forward ahead of the rest of the body to draw the reader’s 
visual focus downward. The entire body is idealized in this pose, just as in the other two, but with 
a more sexual nature, sometimes as if it is the model himself who is attracted to his own body. 
This is in contrast to observation of male models in underwear advertisements in Esquire (Kervin, 
1990). Kervin (1990) notes that to avoid the “demeaning state” of finding himself undressed the 
model makes direct eye contact with the camera and is positioned in an assertive pose thus 
separating this type of portrayal from a traditionally feminine portrayal. Finally, the Body Part 
role was the depiction of male fitness models’ body parts without the rest of the body and/or head 
shown.
Figure 6. Fitness model filling an Inviter Goal Body role.
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The other functional role, the Exercise Demonstrator breaks down to two basic modes: 
the Before and After Exercise Demonstrator and the Exercise-Intimidator. In the Before and After 
Exercise Demonstrator role, as seen in Figure 7 the male fitness model is found in the beginning 
stage of an exercise in the first photograph and in the finishing stage of the exercise in the next 
photograph. The idealized nature of the Before and After Exercise Demonstrator role lies in its 
obvious message of showing men how the body portrayed can be achieved.
Figure 7. Fitness model filling the Before and After role.
The Exercise-Intimidator role (see Figure 8) was also observed frequently. In this role the 
male fitness model is seen performing an exercise, not in an attempt to demonstrate how to do it,
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but to merely show off the model’s muscle, the masochistic enjoyment the male fitness model 
gets in punishing himself with intense work and, like the Intimidator role, to challenge the reader 
to work as relentlessly. The model is often portrayed in an extreme close-up; actually hiding some 
details needed to ascertain exactly how to do the lift, limiting its effectiveness as an exercise 
demonstration. The model often uses the bullying stares of the Intimidator role or has an intense 
grimace on his face, not one of being miserable, but one that relishes in the pain.
Figure 8. Fitness model filling the Exercise-Intimidator role.
The analysis of the Roles variable in the main study (RQ7 and RQ8) will be done through 
the coding of two categories identified in the preliminary analysis: Goal Body (with the 
Encourager, the Inviter, the Intimidator or the Body Part as subcategories) or Exercise 
Demonstrator (with the Before and After Exercise Demonstrator or the Exercise-Intimidator as 
subcategories). Finally an Other category will be coded to ensure exhaustiveness.
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Body Hair
Another finding of note in the preliminary study concerned the amount of body hair of 
fitness models. Initially body hair seemed to be an important variable in the study of the physical 
portrayal of men. This importance was demonstrated by research that verified that men in 
advertisements with exposed chests usually had shaved chests (Kolber & Albanese, 1996). 
Therefore, amount of body hair was examined in the preliminary study. However the findings 
demonstrated that men were so overwhelmingly portrayed with no body hair that it was 
eliminated as an area needing to be quantified in the main study. Despite its paradoxical existence 
as a traditionally feminine quality, completely shaved is apparently the only acceptable way to 
present a muscular male body. With the exception of one or two portrayals, male fitness models 
were always portrayed without visible body hair of any kind. This is a pervasive trend in media 
depictions of men. Aside from this finding however, this is a relatively unstudied area, yet it 
directly points to the idealized physical portrayal of men for the simple reason that the perceived 
primary motive for the removal of hair on men’s bodies appears to be to reveal their muscles.
This trend’s reach into the general population was discussed in the Wall Street Journal, which 
was summarized in Muscle Media. Muscle Media mocked, “The Wall Street Journal reports on a 
‘new’ trend in its September 5 edition. But for any of you guys who find a smooth, hairless chest 
provides a better “canvas” for your hard earned pecs and tight abs, this is probably old news” 
(“The new trend,” 2001). The lack of body hair on men (e.g. shaved armpits, legs and chest) 
might be seen as very feminine in other contexts, however when it is done to further show off q  
men’s muscle it appears to be not only accepted but encouraged.
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Main Study
Quantitative content analysis is a means of research, in which observable data can be 
reduced to statistical information that will allow for an understanding of relationships and 
meanings between variables. Riffe et al. (1998, 20) defined it as “ ... the systematic and replicable 
examination of symbols of communication, which have been assigned numeric values according 
to valid measurement rules, and the analysis of relationships involving those values using 
statistical methods, in order to describe the communication, draw inferences about its meaning, or 
infer from the communication to its context, both of production and consumption.” This ability to 
infer the meaning of communication makes content analysis an appropriate research tool to gain 
an understanding of the messages implied by the images of men in bodybuilding and fitness 
magazines. In addition, content analysis is useful in serving as a prelude to more research in a 
new area (Riffe et al. 1998). For that reason conducting a content analysis of the portrayal of men 
in men’s fitness and bodybuilding magazines led to results that can contribute to more causal type 
research in this understudied area. Along with the content analysis, chi-square analyses were 
conducted as an ancillary study to see what relationships exist between the body type and 
composition variables and the other variables. Looking for these connections provided a more in- 
depth picture of the way men are portrayed. In addition, relevant qualitative observations were 
made to give a more detailed description of the portrayal of men in the sample.
Sample
Based on the findings of the preliminary study, a range of commonly read magazines 
representing the different ideologies of the men’s bodybuilding and fitness world was needed; 
therefore the sample consists of M en’s Fitness; Muscle and Fitness; and Flex (see Appendix A). 
M en’s Fitness and Muscle and Fitness were both chosen in part based on their readership size;
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both are among the 2002 top 200 U.S. magazine circulation listings, 145 and 182 respectively 
(AdAge.com, N.D.). They were also selected because they occupy low and moderate positions 
along the intensity continuum that was observed in male fitness and bodybuilding magazines in 
the preliminary study. Based on these two selection criteria Flex was chosen as the third 
magazine. Although it is not as widely read as M en’s Fitness and Muscle and Fitness, it is 
published by the same publisher, Weider Publications and represents the most extreme end of the 
bodybuilding interest continuum. In addition, advertising in Flex has been the subject of study by 
White and Gillett (1994) lending it credibility as an area of concern. Weider Publications also 
publishes Fit Pregnancy, Natural Health, Muscle and Fitness: Hers and Shape, all women’s 
fitness magazines, thus the selection of this sample of Weider Publication magazines makes this 
study not only an investigation of the portrayal of men in bodybuilding and fitness magazines, but 
an investigation of one of the most dominant fitness and bodybuilding publishers, who is 
responsible for much of the ideology of the bodybuilding and fitness worlds (Klein 1993).
Riffe, Lacy and Fico (1998, 99) have established that the most effective sampling for 
weekly magazines is to draw one issue randomly from each month in order to infer a year’s 
content. This study however is examining monthly issues; therefore a systematic sampling of four 
issues of three different magazines within the sample frame of men’s bodybuilding and fitness 
magazines was taken to create a quasi “constructed year” for the three magazines combined.
The sample was chosen for each magazine by randomly drawing one issue at a time out of a pool 
of all 12 issues for the year 2002 until four issues of each magazine had been selected. In order 
the magazine issues selected were: June, April, October and February for M en’s Fitness', June, 
November, January and September for Muscle and Fitness; and May, June, November and July 
for Flex.
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As in the preliminary study, the images under investigation were drawn from male 
centered (a) bodybuilding articles that teach men how to achieve the “ideal” male body through 
demonstrating specific weightlifting exercises or weightlifting routines and (b) fitness articles 
demonstrating workouts other than weightlifting exercises or weightlifting routines (e.g. 
plyometrics, cardiovascular workouts and stretching routines). Articles pertaining to supplements, 
diets, contests and sport skills were excluded from the study. Articles shorter than two full pages 
that lack the extended portrayal of one model over several depictions were omitted from this 
study. Each image from every eligible article was counted as the unit of analysis.
Content analysis must be objective to be trusted, thus establishing coder reliability is an 
important step in content analysis (Berelson, 1952). Therefore prior to completing the main study 
an intercoder reliability test was conducted to establish coder reliability for all the coding 
categories and to test the effectiveness of the coding tables. As a result of this process some 
variables5 coding subcategories were modified.
Coding Reliability
This section first reports how the intercoder reliability test was conducted, followed by a 
description of the complete coding categories used in the main study, including the modifications 
that emerged during the process of testing. Finally the coding reliability results for each variable 
are reported.
Intercoder Reliability Testing
An accepted percentage of the total study sample that should be used to determine coder 
reliability is between ten and twenty percent (Wimmer & Dominick, 1997 as cited in Riffe et al. 
1998). Based on this standard an estimate of the total study sample was made by counting the
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number of images fitting the selection criteria in one issue of each magazine. Over ten percent of 
the total for all three issues was divided by three to determine how many images per issue to use 
to test coder reliability. This resulted in the use of seven images from all twelve issues for a total 
of 84 images.
A random number was generated to establish the beginning page number from which the 
systematic sampling would occur for each issue. Then every seventh image was selected to be 
included in the sample to reduce the risk of multiple images from one article appearing in the 
reliability test (there was an average of seven images per article).
After the reliability sample was secured a second coder was trained during several 
instructional meetings with the researcher and was also given the results of the qualitative 
preliminary study and the thesis proposal. The second coder then examined the images using 
coding tables and the codes were compared to the researcher’s through the use of the Kappa 
coefficient, Pearson correlation and the calculation of exact coder agreement.
Coding
The categories established as a result of the preliminary study were used to design an 
initial coding sheet for use in answering the eight research questions of the main study (see 
Appendix B). During the process of testing reliability, however several small modifications were 
made to this initial coding sheet, resulting in the final coding sheet used in the main study (see 
Appendix C).
Body Type. During the reliability testing Body Type was studied using three categories: 
Strong Muscularity (Wintich size 70), Large Muscularity (Wintich size 80) and Freakish 
Muscularity (Wintich size 90). In addition an Other category was coded to account for any other
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sizes that were present. Further considerations during the process of coder reliability testing 
suggested the need for a separate Indiscernible category, in which the model’s body type could 
not be determined. Therefore the final coding categories for the Body Type variable were: Strong 
Muscularity, Large Muscularity, Freakish Muscularity, Indiscernible and Other.
Physical and social setting. No changes were made to the Physical Setting variable 
during the reliability testing. Thus the five coding categories were: Gym; Indiscernible 
Background; Misplaced Settings; Real Life Settings; and Other. The Social Setting variable also 
did not need alteration and was coded by counting the number of men and women in each image.
Clothing. The Clothing variable was coded with Workout Attire and Non-Workout Attire 
as separate categories with subcategories for each one during the reliability testing. Upper Body 
Workout Attire was coded with the subcategories of: T-Shirt w/Sleeves, Muscle Shirt/Sleeveless 
T-Shirt, and No Shirt. Lower Body Workout Attire was coded with the subcategories of: Tight 
Shorts, Athletic Shorts and Workout Pants. In addition an Other category under both Upper Body 
Workout Attire and Lower Body Workout Attire was included to ensure exhaustiveness. Non- 
Revealing Non-Workout Attire and Revealing Non-Workout Attire categories were added to 
examine Non-Workout Attire. Finally there was a separate Other coding category in case the 
attire did not fit into either category.
As with the Body Type variable, further considerations led to changes to the initial 
Clothing variable coding table. First an Indiscernible category was added for both, Upper Body 
Workout Attire and Lower Body Workout Attire. In addition, for the Lower Body Workout Attire 
category, Bikini Shorts was added as a sub category after it was observed regularly during the
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coder training sessions. Finally, an all encompassing Indiscernible category was added for any 
instances in which it was unclear just exactly what the model was wearing.
Consequently the final coding categories for the Clothing variable were: (1) Upper Body 
Workout Attire included six coding subcategories (T-Shirt w/Sleeves, Muscle Shirt/Sleeveless T- 
Shirt, No Shirt, Indiscernible, Other and Not Applicable), (2) Lower Body Workout Attire 
included seven coding subcategories (Bikini Shorts, Tight Shorts, Athletic Shorts, Workout Pants, 
Other, Indiscernible and Not Applicable), (3) Non-Workout Attire included three coding 
subcategories (Non-Revealing Non-Workout Attire, Revealing Non-Workout Attire and Not 
Applicable), (4) omnibus Other and Indiscernible coding categories were used when the models 
clothing did not fit into any of the categories or could not be discerned.
Roles. The analysis of the Roles variable in the reliability testing was done through the 
coding of the Goal Body category with the Encourager, the Inviter, the Intimidator and the Body 
Part as subcategories, or Exercise Demonstrator, with the Before and After Exercise 
Demonstrator and the Exercise-Intimidator as subcategories. In addition, an Other category was 
coded to ensure exhaustiveness.
Again based on considerations made during the process of the coder reliability testing, 
several changes were made to the initial Roles variable coding categories. The first change was to 
add the Mid-Exercise Demonstrator subcategory under the Exercise Demonstrator role. The Mid- 
Exercise Demonstrator is similar to the Exercise-Intimidator in that the model is depicted mid 
exercise and displays the physique of the model instead of actually demonstrating the exercise 
being performed. Where the two roles differ is in the demeanor of the model whereas the 
Exercise-Intimidator displays intimidating stares and mannerisms, the facial expressions and 
demeanor of the Mid-Exercise Demonstrator are either encouraging or neutral.
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The next change regarding the Roles variable was merely cosmetic. The Before and After 
Exercise Demonstrator sub category was renamed “Step by Step” to more clearly describe the 
model’s actions. “Before and After” is typically associated with ads for weight loss or weight 
gain products whereas the Step by Step Exercise Demonstrator shows how an exercise is done.
Based on these changes, the final coding categories used in the main study analysis of the 
Role variable were: Goal Body (with the Encourager, the Inviter, the Intimidator and the Body 
Part as subcategories) or Exercise Demonstrator (with the Step by Step Exercise Demonstrator, 
Exercise-Intimidator, or Mid-Exercise Demonstrator as subcategories). An Other category was 
coded to ensure exhaustiveness.
In addition to the revised coding tables (see Appendix C), a coding protocol was created 
to aid in the coding process (see Appendix D).
Reliability Results
Upon the completion of the coding reliability sample by both the researcher and the 
second coder the findings were compared. First the kappa coefficient was used to assess 
intercoder agreement for the Body Type, Physical Setting, Role and Clothing variables.
According to Fleiss (1981), a kappa rating below .40 represents poor agreement beyond chance, 
values between .40 and .75 represent good agreement beyond chance and values above .75 
represent excellent agreement beyond chance. Based on these standards, intercoder agreement for 
all variables was excellent: for Body Type, kappa =.94; for Physical Setting kappa =.96; for Role 
kappa =.80; for Upper Body Workout Attire, kappa =.98; for Lower Body Workout Attire kappa 
=.94; kappa could not be computed for Non-Workout Attire and Exhaustive Clothing Descriptors 
because intercoder agreement was 100%.
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Pearson correlations were calculated to assess intercoder agreement for the Social Setting 
variable. Pearson correlation was a perfect 1.00 for both the Number of Men and the Number of 
Women in the Social Setting.
Finally, exact coder agreement was calculated for all variables by dividing the number of 
times the coders were in agreement by the total number of coding decisions. There were high 
percentages of agreement for Body Type (96%), Physical Setting (98%), Number of Men in 
Social Setting (100%), Number of Women in Social Setting (100%), Role (85%), Upper Body 
Workout Attire (96%), Lower Body Workout Attire (92%), Non-Workout Attire (100%) and 
Exhaustive Clothing Descriptors (100%). These high percentages of agreement further 




Through an examination of several variables that have been determined to be of 
significance in the portrayal of men in the media, this research explored the portrayal of fitness 
models in three different men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines. The variables examined 
included Body Type, Physical and Social Setting, Clothing and Role. Overall sample frequencies 
and percentages for the total number of images in each of the three magazines and for each 
variable regardless of magazine type are reported first. Then, to answer the research questions 
frequencies and percentages are reported for each variable in each of the three magazines.
Overall Results
Of the 660 total images examined, Table 1 shows that 35.5% were in M en’s Fitness, 
40.8% were in Muscle and Fitness and 23.8% were in Flex.
As shown in Table 2, of the 660 total images examined, the models had the Strong 
Muscularity body type in 35.6% of the cases, while the Large Muscularity body type was seen in 
21.1% of the cases and in 38.8% of the cases the models had the Freakish Muscularity body type. 
In 4.5% of the cases the body type was indiscernible.
T a b le  1
F re q u e n c ie s  o f  M a g az in e  T itle
F re q u en c y P e rc e n t
M e n ’s F itn ess 2 3 4 35.5
M u sc le  an d  F itn ess 2 6 9 4 0 .8
F lex 157 23 .8
T o ta l 6 6 0 100.0
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Table 2
Frequencies of Body Type
B o d y  T y p e  F re q u e n c y  P e rc e n t
S tro n g  M u sc u la rity 235 35 .6
L arg e  M u sc u la rity 139 21.1
F re a k ish  M u sc u la rity 25 6 38 .8
In d isc e rn ib le 30 4 .5
T o ta l 6 6 0 100 .0
In regards to the Physical Setting variable, Table 3 demonstrates that in the 660 images 
examined, 54.7% of the models were set in a gym, 31.5% were set against indiscernible 
backgrounds and 11.2% were seen in real life settings. Only a few images were in misplaced or 
other settings.
As seen in Table 4, of the 660 total images investigated, 96.1% of them featured just one 
man, while only 3.5% featured two men and even fewer featured three or four men. Further, as 
seen in Table 5, an overwhelming number of images (96.8%) portrayed no women at all, while a 
mere 3.2% portrayed one woman.
T able  3
F requencies o f  Physical S etting
Physical S etting  F requency  P ercen t
G ym 361 54.7
Ind iscern ib le  B ackground 208 31.5
M isp laced 12 1.8
R eal L ife 74 11.2
O ther 5 .8
T otal 660 100.0
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Table 4















The results for the Upper Body Workout Attire (see Table 6) demonstrate that models 
were shown wearing a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt in a majority (55.0%) of the 660 cases and in 
a 35.6% of the cases the models wore no shirt. The models were rarely shown wearing a t-shirt 
with sleeves or other types of upper body workout attire. In 1.5% of the cases what the models 
were wearing for upper body workout attire was indiscernible. The not applicable category was 
used in 5.9% of the cases because non workout attire was worn by the model.
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Table 6
Frequencies of Upper Body Workout Attire
U p p e r  B o d y  W o rk o u t A ttire F re q u en c y P e rc e n t
T -S h ir t w /S lee v es 8 1.2
M u sc le  S h irt/S lee v e le ss
363 5 5 .0
T -S h ir t
N o  S h irt 235 35 .6
O th e r 5 .8
In d isc e rn ib le 10 1.5
N o t A p p lic a b le 39 5 .9
T o ta l 6 6 0 1 00 .0
The overall examination of Lower Body Workout Attire results are shown in Table 7. Of 
the 660 total images examined, in 37.3% of the cases the models were seen wearing athletic 
shorts, while tight shorts were worn in 22.0% of the cases. The models were less frequently seen 
wearing bikini shorts (3.6%), workout pants (4.8%) or other types of lower body workout attire. 
In a surprising 25.0 % of the cases, the models’ lower body workout attire was indiscernible. Use 
of the not applicable category (5.5%) reflects cases in which non-workout attire was worn.
T ab le  7
F requencies o f  L ow er B ody W orkou t A ttire
L ow er B ody  W orkou t
A ttire  F requency  P ercen t
B ik in i Shorts 24 3.6
T igh t Shorts 145 22 .0
A th le tic  Shorts 246 37.3
W orkou t P ants 32 4.8
O ther 12 1.8
Ind iscern ib le 165 25.0
N o t A pp licab le 36 5.5
T otal 660 100.0
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The results displayed in Table 8 show that the Non-Workout Attire variable was not 
applicable in an overwhelming 97.4% of the 660 images examined. In only 1.4% of the images 
did the models wear non-revealing non-workout attire and in just 1.2% of the images the models 
wore revealing non-workout attire.
T a b le  8
F re q u e n c ie s  o f  N o n -W o rk o u t A ttire
N o n -W o rk o u t
A ttire F re q u e n c y P e rc e n t
N o n -R e v e a lin g  
N o n -W o rk o u t A ttire
9 1.4
R e v ea lin g
N o n -W o rk o u t A ttire
8 1.2
N o t A p p lic a b le 643 9 7 .4
T o ta l 6 6 0 100.0
Table 9 illustrates that of the 660 total images examined, the models filled Exercise 
Demonstrator roles in an overwhelming 72.8% of the cases. More specifically 35.8% filled the 
Step by Step role, 20.2% filled the Exercise-Intimidator role and 16.8% filled the Mid-Exercise 
Demonstrator role. Meanwhile in a mere 20.9% of the cases did the models fill Goal Body roles, 
mostly in the Encourager and Body Part roles and less often as the Intimidator or Inviter. The 





Goal Body 138 20.9
Encourager 54 8.2
Inviter 7 1.1
Intim idator 27 4.1
Body Part 50 7.6
Exercise Demonstrator 480 72.8
Step by Step 236 35.8
Exercise-Intim idator 133 20.2
M id-Exercise D em onstrator 111 16.8
O ther 42 6.4
Total 660 100.0
Research Question Results 
Research questions 1 and 2 asked what body types appear in different types of men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines and how frequently those body types appear. Crosstabulation 
revealed that in Men 's Fitness the Strong Muscularity body type was by far the most common 
body type seen, while the Freakish Muscularity body type was conspicuously absent. As seen in 
Table 10, within Men's Fitness, in 83.8% of the 234 total cases the model’s body type was Strong 
Muscularity, while in 15.0% of the cases the model’s body type was Large Muscularity and in 
none of the cases was the model’s body type Freakish Muscularity. In only 1.3% of the cases was 
the model’s body type indiscernible.
True to its name, in Muscle and Fitness there was fairly balanced representation of all 
three body types. In 38.7% of the 269 total cases the model’s body type was Large Muscularity
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and at a similar level, in 37.9% of the cases the model's body type was Freakish Muscularity. The 
model’s body type was Strong Muscularity less often, in 14.5% of the cases. Finally, the model’s 
body type was indiscernible in 8.9% of the cases.
The results from M en’s Fitness and Muscle and Fitness are starkly contrasted with Flex, 
which exclusively depicted models with the Freakish Muscularity body type in 98.1% of the 154 
total cases. In none of the cases did the models have either the Strong or Large Muscularity body 
types and in 1.9% of the cases was the model’s body type indiscernible.
T able 10
Crosstabulation o f M agazine T itle and Body Type
M agazine T itle
Body Type M en’s Fitness
M uscle and 
Fitness Flex
Strong M uscularity C ount 196 39 0
% within 
M agazine T itle
83.8% 14.5% .0%












Total Count 234 269 157
% within 
M agazine T itle
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Research questions 3 and 4 asked in what physical and social settings male fitness models 
are portrayed within different types of men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines and how 
frequently are they seen in each setting. As seen in Table 11 the results showed that in all three
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magazines the fitness models were most often portrayed in a gym followed by indiscernible 
backgrounds.
This physical setting trend can be seen by looking closer at the results for each magazine. 
In Men's Fitness 59.8% of the 234 total cases were set in a Gym and 23.9% were set against an 
indiscernible background. Following these depictions, 15.8% of the models were placed in real 
life settings, while just .4% were in misplaced settings and none were in other settings.
In Muscle and Fitness, 51.3% of the 269 total cases were set in a gym and 30.9% were 
set against an indiscernible background. A notable 12.3% were in real life settings, while a mere 
4.1% were in misplaced settings and 1.5% were in other settings.
In Flex, 52.9% of the 157 total cases were set in a gym and 43.9% were set against an 
indiscernible background. An inconsequential 2.5% were in real life settings, none were in 
misplaced settings and .6% were in other settings.
Table 11
Crosstabulation of Magazine and Physical Setting
Magazine Title
Physical Setting Men's Fitness
Muscle and 
Fitness Flex
Gym Count 140 138 83
% within 
Magazine Title 59.8% 51.3% 52.9%
Indiscernible Background Count 56 83 69
% within 
Magazine Title 23.9% 30.9% 43.9%
Misplaced Count 1 11 0
% within 
Magazine Title .4% 4.1% .0%
Real Life Count 37 33 4
% within 
Magazine Title 15.8% 12.3% 2.5%
Other Count 0 4 1
% within
.0% 1.5% .6%Magazine Title
Total Count 234 269 157
% within 
Magazine Title 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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A solitary man was the overwhelmingly dominant social setting for fitness models to be 
set in within all three magazines. As seen in Table 12, in M en’s Fitness an overwhelming 99.6% 
of the 234 total cases had just one man present while in the remaining .4% of the cases two men 
were present.
Again in Muscle and Fitness, a disproportionate majority (97.8%) of the 269 total cases 
had just one man present, whereas 1.9% had two men present. There were no instances of three 
men present and only .4% had four men present.
In Flex, as in the other two magazines, a considerable majority (96.1%) of the 157 total 
cases had just one man present and 3.5% had two men present. Even fewer images had three men 
(.3%) present or four men (.2%) present.
Table 12






















Total Count 234 269 157
% within 
Magazine Title 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Not only were other men noticeably absent from these portrayals, but women were also 
almost always absent. Table 13 shows that within M e n s  Fitness an overwhelming 98.7% of the 
234 total cases had no women present while just 1.3% had one woman present. The exclusion of 
women was also seen in Muscle and Fitness in which 93.3% of the 269 total cases had no women 
present and only 6.7% had one woman present. This absence of women was most apparent in 
Flex, in which 100% of the 157 total cases had no women present.
T ab le  13
C ro ss tab u la tio n  o f  M ag az in e  T itle  an d  the N u m b er o f  W om en  in S o cia l S e tting
M ag az in e  T itle
N u m b er o f  
W o m en M en 's  F itness
M usc le  and  
F itness F lex
0 C ount 231 251 157
%  w ith in  
M ag az in e  T itle
98 .7% 93.3% 100.0%
1 C oun t 3 18 0
%  w ith in  
M ag az in e  T itle
1.3% 6.7% .0%
T ota l C oun t 234 269 157
% w ith in  
M ag az in e  T itle
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Research questions 5 and 6 asked what kinds of workout attire male fitness models wear 
in different types of men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines and how frequently the models 
are observed in each kind of attire. Regarding upper body workout attire, Table 14 demonstrates 
that of the 234 total cases in M en’s Fitness, a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt was worn most often 
(80.3%). No shirt was worn 15.0% of the cases and a t-shirt with sleeves was never worn. Upper 
body workout attire was categorized as other (.9%) or indiscernible (.9%) less frequently. The
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upper body workout attire variable was not applicable in 3.0% of the cases because workout attire 
was not worn.
In the 269 total cases in Muscle and Fitness, no shirt was the dominant upper body 
workout attire, worn in 61.0% of the cases. After that a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt was worn in 
24.2% of the cases. Meanwhile, a t-shirt with sleeves (2.6%) and other types of upper body 
workout attire (.7%) appeared infrequently and the indiscernible category was used in only 7% of 
the cases. In 10.8% of the cases, because workout attire was not worn, the upper body workout 
attire variable was not applicable.
Of the 157 total cases in Flex a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt dominated, seen in 70.1% 
of the cases, while no shirt was worn in 22.9% of the cases. A t-shirt with sleeves (.6%) and some 
other type of upper body workout attire (.6%) were rarely worn. Upper body workout attire was 
rarely indiscernible (3.8 %) and was not applicable in just 1.9% of the cases because workout 
attire was not worn.
Concerning the examination of lower body workout attire, Table 15 reveals that of the 
234 total cases in Men's Fitness, athletic shorts were dominant, worn in 69.2% of the cases. 
Workout pants were worn in a noteworthy 13.2% of the cases. The models never wore bikini 
shorts or tight shorts and in .9% of the cases some other type of lower body workout attire was 
worn. Importantly, the lower body workout attire was indiscernible in 14.1% of the cases placing 
greater emphasis on the upper body. Finally, the lower body workout attire variable was not 
applicable in 2.6% of the cases due to the fact that workout attire was not worn.
Of the 269 total cases in Muscle and Fitness, tight shorts (25.3%) and athletic shorts 
(29.0%) were most common. Bikini shorts were worn in fewer (6.7%) cases, while workout pants 
were never worn and some other type of lower body workout attire was worn in only 1.5% of the 
cases. As in Men's Fitness, the lower body workout attire was indiscernible with surprising
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frequency, in 27.5% of the cases. In 10.0% of the cases lower body workout attire was not 
applicable because workout attire was not worn.
Of the 157 total cases in Flex tight shorts were worn in 49.0% of the cases. Bikini shorts 
(3.8%) and athletic shorts (3.8%) were worn less often. Workout pants were worn even more 
rarely (.6%) and some other type of lower body workout attire was worn in just 3.8% of the cases. 
The lower body workout attire was indiscernible even more frequently than in the other two 
magazines: in 35.2% of the cases. The lower body workout attire category was not applicable in 
8.3% of the cases since workout attire was not worn.
Table 14
Crosstabulation o f M agazine T itle and U pper Body W orkout A ttire
M agazine Title
U pper Body M uscle and
W orkout Attire M en's Fitness Fitness Flex
T-Shirt Count 0 7 1
w/Sleeves % within 
M agazine Title
.0% 2.6% .6%




M agazine T itle 80.3% 24.2% 70.1%








Indiscernible Count 2 2 6
% within 
M agazine T itle
.9% .7% 3.8%
Not A pplicable Count 7 29 3
% within 
M agazine T itle
3.0% 10.8% 1.9%
Total Count 234 269 157
% within 




Crosstabulation o f M agazine T itle and Low er Body W orkout Attire
M agazine Title
Low er Body 
W orkout A ttire M en's Fitness
M uscle and 
Fitness Flex
































In the examination of non-workout attire, Table 16 reports that of the 234 total cases in 
Men's Fitness, overwhelmingly, this variable was not applicable in 97.0% of the cases because 
workout attire was worn. In only 3.0% of the cases the model was wearing Revealing Non- 
Workout Attire while in none of the cases was the model wearing Non-Revealing Non-Workout 
Attire.
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Similarly, of the 269 total cases in Muscle and Fitness, the non-workout attire category 
was not applicable in 97.4% of the cases. In only 2.2% of the cases was the model wearing Non- 
Revealing Non-Workout Attire and in even fewer cases (.4%) was the model wearing Revealing 
Non-Workout Attire.
In the 157 total cases in Flex, a significant 98.1% of the cases were Not Applicable since 
workout attire was worn. In only 1.9% of the cases was a model seen wearing Non-Revealing 
Non-Workout Attire and the model was never observed wearing Revealing Non-Workout Attire.
Table 16
Crosstabulation o f M agazine T itle and N on-W orkout Attire
M agazine T itle
M uscle and
Non-W orkout A ttire M en's Fitness Fitness Flex
N on-Revealing Count 0 6 3
N on-W orkout Attire % within 
M agazine Title
.0% 2.2% 1.9%
Revealing Count 7 1 0
N on-W orkout Attire % within 
M agazine Title
3.0% .4% .0%








Research questions 7 and 8 asked what functional roles are filled by the male fitness 
models portrayed in different types of men’s fitness and bodybuilding magazines and how 
frequently each functional role appears. The results, which are summarized in Table 17, reveal 
that in all three magazines the majority of portrayals were those that filled Exercise Demonstrator 
roles (92.3% in M en’s Fitness, 57.9% in Muscle and Fitness and 68.8% in Flex).
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Specifically, in Men ’s Fitness the dominating role appearing was the Step by Step role, 
seen in 71.4% of the 234 total cases examined, and in 43.2% of the cases the model filled the 
Mid-Exercise Demonstrator role. The model filled the Body Part (4.3%), Encourager (1.7%), 
Intimidator (.4%) and Exercise-Intimidator (.4%) roles less frequently and the model never filled 
the Inviter role. In only 1.3% of the cases was the model’s role categorized as “other.”
In Muscle and Fitness, of the 269 total cases examined the model filled the Step by Step 
role in a notable 24.5% of the cases and in 20.4% of the cases the model filled the Mid-Exercise 
Demonstrator role. The model also filled the Encourager role (14.1%) and the Exercise- 
Intimidator role (13.0%) in a substantial number of cases. Appearing less frequently were the 
Intimidator (7.8%), Body Part (5.2%) and Inviter (2.6%) roles. Additionally in 12.3% of the 
cases the model’s role was coded as “other.”
The dominant role the model filled in Flex is the Exercise-Intimidator role, used in 61.8% 
of the 157 cases examined. The model also filled the Body Part role frequently, in 16.6% of the 
cases. The model filled the Encourager role (7.6%), the Mid-Exercise Demonstrator role (5.1%), 
the Intimidator role (3.2%), the Step by Step role (1.9%) more rarely, while the model never filled 
the Inviter role. In only 3.8% of the cases was the model’s role coded as “other.”
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Table 17


















4 38 12 54
Magazine Title 1.7% 14.1% 7.6% 8.2%
Inviter Count 
% within
0 7 0 7
Magazine Title .0% 2.6% .0% 1.1%
Intimidator Count 
% within
1 21 5 27
Magazine Title .4% 7.8% 3.2% 4.1%
Body Part Count 
% within
10 14 26 50
Magazine Title 4.3% 5.2% 16.6% 7.6%
Exercise Demonstrator Count 
% within
213 156 108 480
Magazine Title 92.3% 57.9% 68.8% 72.8%
Step by Step Count 
% within
167 66 3 236
Magazine Title 71.4% 24.5% 1.9% 35.8%
Exercise-Intimidator Count 
% within
1 35 97 133
Magazine Title .4% 13.0% 61.8% 20.2%
Mid-Exercise Demonstrator Count 
% within
48 55 8 111
Magazine Title 20.5% 20.4% 5.1% 16.8%
Other Count 
% within
3 33 6 42
Magazine Title 1.3% 12.3% 3.8% 6.4%
Total Count 
% within
234 269 157 660




In men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines, which inherently spotlight men’s bodies 
and body parts, objectification is taken as a given. Less clear however, is how this objectification 
is manifested. By examining the images of male models in these magazines this study lays 
important groundwork for future research to advance our understanding of how portrayals of 
men function to objectify them. This foundation is important because research has demonstrated 
that men are becoming increasingly more exposed to health and fitness articles and sociocultural 
pressures regarding these areas are growing (Petrie et al. 1996).
The messages communicated by media images are best understood when who they are 
being communicated to is known (Vigorito & Curry, 1998). In this instance it is clear that men 
who read bodybuilding and fitness magazines are presented with muscular men in clothes chosen 
to highlight their bodies, in roles designed to motivate men and in settings that reinforce 
traditional masculine ideals. Men turning to these magazines are not just shown how to perform 
exercises and the benefits of them. By barraging them with images of barely dressed, muscular 
men, men are also shown how a man’s body should look, a phenomenon increasingly attributed 
to the entire media (e.g. Jirousek, 1996; Pope et al. 2000).
Body Type
The first two research questions centered on the body types appearing in men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines. This study was able to overcome some previous problems 
researchers have had in studying men’s bodies in the media, such as an inability to determine the
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quality of the model’s muscular definition (e.g. Petrie et al. 1996) and clearly distinguish between 
body sizes (e.g. Spitzer et al. 1999). As a result an undistorted picture of what body types are 
being presented was obtained. The results revealed that in Men ’s Fitness, the Strong Muscularity 
body type was by far the most common body type seen and there were very few occurrences of 
the Large Muscularity Body Type and no occurrences of the Freakish Muscularity body type. 
Holding to its title, in Muscle and Fitness there was fairly balanced representation of all three 
body types. This balanced portrayal is starkly contrasted with Flex, which used only the Freakish 
Muscularity body type, the size Pope et al. (2000) believes can not be achieved without steroids.
As seen in the results the body built by men can include forms that are both natural and 
unnatural as men attempt to create or recreate masculine identities for themselves (Wesely, 2001). 
Kolber and Albanese (1996) concluded that in advertising in men’s magazines the models are not 
typical men in their build and this was most definitely the case in this research of men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines.
The clear cut division of the body types between the three magazines reiterates the theory 
that media has not presented one clear cut ideal male body (Law & Labre, 2002; McCabe & 
Ricciardelli, 2001) as there is with women. An example of this can be seen in the advice given 
by a personal trainer (Murphy, 2001) who suggests picking any muscular image that fits the 
image the reader wants instead of a specific muscular image.
One consequence of the range of body types found in men’s bodybuilding and fitness 
magazines is that the ideal body that men aspire to achieve may continually evolve; as soon as 
they reach one ideal, a new bigger or different one is presented by the media. Conceivably a man 
desiring the Strong Muscularity body type could seek magazines portraying this body, and 
continue along this pursuit until he comes across magazines that portray both models with Strong 
Muscularity and models with Large Muscularity. After observing the Large Muscularity body
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type he may now seek to achieve this new more impressive ideal body type, and may begin to 
seek out and view more magazines that portray it. In this new search he may now find magazines 
sharing both Large Muscularity and Freakish Muscularity body types and he may ultimately 
aspire to Freakish Muscularity. Thus through a process of comparison in which bigger is better, 
the body ideal becomes more and more extreme and unattainable.
As Klein (1993, 242) suggests, “The satisfaction that results from becoming more 
muscular, however, also seems to be lessened by the continued frustration of trying to reach an 
unattainable goal. Cultural ideals seem forever to outstrip the individual’s ability to meet them.”
The importance of the comparison process in the objectification of men was elaborated 
by Law & Labre (2002). In an examination of men’s magazines, they found that the sociocultural 
expectations of beauty for men have changed from the 1960s through the 1990s and are now 
based on a lean muscular body (Law & Labre, 2002). Based on social comparison theory a man 
may compare himself to the images of men in the media, desire to be similar and thus initiate 
actions that attempt to remove the discrepancies between himself and the media image (Law & 
Labre, 2002). It is these actions that may be dangerous to some men who take them to extreme 
ends.
The results of this research also help demonstrate how unrealistic standards are set for 
men’s bodies. The models presented are men who themselves, whatever their size, have to be 
consistently and consciously self-objectifying in order to maintain their body’s appearance 
(Klein, 1993), thus readers observing images of these men are encouraged to perform the same 
kind of self-objectification if they desire to achieve the body portrayed.
Complicating matters for men is the fact that for many of these models, particularly the 
larger ones, the physical composition they are portrayed with is not the one they have all year 
long. These men often cycle on and off steroids and go on what are called bulking and cutting
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cycles, in which they consume high amounts of food in attempt to gain size then leading up to 
competitions or photo shoots they drastically reduce their caloric intake in order to cut weight, 
giving them the muscle definition, known as striation, seen in the magazine portrayals (Klein, 
1993). This makes it even more unlikely that the reader will ever achieve the ideal portrayed, 
because unless he is willing to undergo the same physical and mental stresses, he will not be able 
to attain both the size and composition seen on these models. This could lead to resorting to other 
unhealthy means to achieve it, which include steroid abuse and excessive dieting and exercising, 
which could in turn lead to mental disorders and social problems (Pope et al. 2000).
These Body Type results reflect research that suggests that men desire not to just gain 
size, but to attain a body that is both muscular yet still low in body fat (Borchert & Heinberg, 
1996). There were no instances when the Body Type was coded as anything other than one of 
three preset images. A muscular body to some degree was always presented, lending further 
explanation as to why a thin body is viewed negatively in regards to the ideal male body (Dittmar 
et al. 2000; Thompson, 1996), why adolescent males center their body changing goal on weight 
gain and muscle tone (McCabe & Ricciardelli, 2001; McCreary & Sasse, 2000) and want to be 
heavier, taller and more muscular (Jacobi & Cash, 1994). It is these images of muscular men, the 
same ones that teach men how to look like the movie stars and athletes, that are presenting an 
exceedingly artificial body shape with an emphasis on muscular features that may be leading men 
to muscle dysmorphia (McCarthy, 2001), cosmetic surgery (Olivardia, 2002) eating and exercise 
disorders (O’Dea & Abraham, 2002) steroid use (“Men struggling,” 2000; Pope et al. 2000;
White & Gillett, 1994) or the use of dietary supplements, such as ephedrine and androstenedione, 
which may be effective yet also have potentially harmful results. Even more alarming, due to the 
1994 Dietary Supplemental Health and Education Act these supplements are unregulated by the
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U.S. Food and Drug Administration (“Ephedra: An,” 2002; “Men take,” 2001; McClelland, 2002; 
Wright, 2002).
Between the three magazines the two larger body types were the most common. 
Ironically, research has demonstrated that women actually do not find the extremely muscular 
men seen in these magazines attractive and are most likely attracted to those sizes seen in Men ’s 
Fitness (Lynch & Zellner, 1999; Pertchuk & Trisdorfer, 1994; Tantleff-Dunn, 2001). Yet men 
mistakenly believe that women desire large muscled men (Jacobi & Cash, 1994; Lynch &
Zellner, 1999; Pertchuk & Trisdorfer, 1994; Tantleff-Dunn, 2001). One example of this was a 
college student who excessively exercised and used steroids, despite the side effects of steroids 
that caused his hair to fall out, his body to develop acne, his testicles to shrivel, kidney problems, 
impotence and breast enlargement (Morgan, 2002). When asked why he continued to abuse 
himself this way, he explained that it was to attract women, despite the fact that he, as his 
counselor noted, intimidated them and represented everything women viewed as unattractive 
(Morgan, 2002).
This sort of behavior suggests that these magazines are attempting to use muscles to 
attract male readers even though women do not care for huge muscles, which further raises the 
question of why men still continually desire these muscles (McCabe & Ricciardelli, 2001; Jacobi 
& Cash, 1994). Perhaps men are attracted to muscular bodies the same way they are attracted to a 
sports car, a possession that may be of envy to other men and yet of little interest to women. This 
places a muscular body as another tool men can use to satisfy a desire for power and approval. 
Olivardia notes that men do acknowledge that appearance is not important to women or even 
themselves, but to their peers (Paul, 2002). Pertchuk and Trisdorfer (1994, 36) found that men, 
despite knowing that “massive muscles” were not a major attraction for women, still desired them 
for themselves. The researchers (Pertchuk & Trisdorfer, 1994, 36) note, “Male fascination with
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muscles may have more to do with other men than with women.” Klein (1993, 216) observes that, 
curiously, men found images of muscular men more acceptable than women did. Because of this 
he theorizes the concept of “gender narcissism” which is when members of one sex have a 
nonerotic appreciation of other members of the same sex. Klein posits that when “gender 
narcissism” occurs a man sees other men as extensions of himself, thus revealing what he could 
become, instead of viewing them as competition. Taking this theory a step further, one could 
propose that when men view the idealized images of other men such as those observed in this 
study, the images actually provide an extension that unfortunately can never be met, but 
nevertheless provide some sort of ultimate fantasy aspiration that men want even if deep down 
they know they could never attain it. Be it lean muscles or massive physiques, in today’s culture 
muscles equals masculinity and men are judged by their possession of these ultimate trophies as 
Rohlinger (2002) observed in a review of literature.
Interesting in the Body Type results is that in the Lynch and Zellner (1999) study from 
which the figure drawings used in the present study were taken, the average male ideal body type 
for both college aged and adult men was found to be below the size of the Strong Muscularity 
Body Type. This can be interpreted in three ways. First, these images may not negatively affect 
men as a whole; most men may recognize them as unrealistic since their ideal body type fell 
below the range depicted in the magazines. Alternatively, perhaps men’s self body image is being 
lowered to a point of dejection because the magazines are depicting sizes that men do not believe 
they can ever achieve yet still feel compelled to do so, thus creating the newly emerging body 
anxiety in men (Mundell, 2002). Third, since Lynch and Zellner (1999) were reporting average 
body type ideals, only those men on the ends of the curve may be potentially harmed by these 
images whereas average men may be unaffected.
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As the findings demonstrate, through an idealized male body and the way it is portrayed 
men are becoming objects of objectification. Fredrickson and Roberts’ (1997) definition of 
objectification suggests that women view themselves and derive their self-worth based on 
comparing their appearance to society’s sexually objectifying and unrealistic ideals of beauty.
The findings of the present study demonstrate that this definition can be functional for men as 
well. The bodies presented in men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines are often unrealistic and 
unattainable for most men (Lysne, Engel, Taheri & Wonderlich, 2002). It takes substantial 
amounts of time and work to achieve them (Lysne et al. 2002), time most men don’t likely have.
Setting
The second area examined was the physical and social settings in which male fitness 
models are portrayed within different types of men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines.
Overwhelmingly, the portrayals in all three magazines were of a lone man either in a gym 
or set against an indiscernible background. Women were a rarity in these portrayals implying that 
they must be some sort of distraction for men during their work toward achieving the perfect 
body. This lack of portrayal of women with muscular men is consistent with evidence suggesting 
that men desire muscular bodies even though women do not prefer the extremely muscular body 
types (Jacobi & Cash, 1994).
Regardless of body type, role or clothing, the message to the reader of bodybuilding and 
fitness magazines is that to be the ideal, a man has to achieve an ideal body on his own. Bird 
(1996) claims that the masculine ideal entails detachment and independence, which is clearly 
supported by these results. Klein (1993) also touched on this in his study of the bodybuilding 
culture,
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In Weider’s Muscle and Fitness or Flex the bodybuilding devotee is treated not only to 
the latest bodybuilding news and informative articles on training and diet, but to a 
complete philosophy of bodybuilding as well. At the center of this philosophy are twin 
pillars: the individual who is committed to mastering his or her life, and the individual 
who is doing so by building a better body. ‘Better,’ in bodybuilding parlance means 
bigger.
The common portrayals in a gym can be expected as this is a logical setting for a fitness 
model. However, the consistent portrayal of men isolated away from the rest of society in pursuit 
of a bodily goal cannot be healthy. This observation follows Kolber and Albanese’s (1996) 
argument that studying sole male images is important due to America’s high regard for men who 
achieve on their own. In this case these men are portrayed independently achieving the most 
masculine trait of all, big muscles, and showing other men how to do so, all without ever actually 
having to have contact with another man.
Although the results showed that in all three magazines the fitness models were most 
often portrayed in a gym, this setting was closely followed by indiscernible backgrounds. The 
question arises about which setting is more objectifying and damaging; a man seen toiling away 
in solitude in a gym or a man who has been ripped away from society all together. The 
indiscernible background sets the man against a black background, placing him purely on 
display. The absence of a distinguishable background places even more of an emphasis on the 
man and the product in the image (Kolber & Albanese, 1997) and in these images the man’s 
muscles are the product, thus reducing both to an object.
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Whether the physical setting is in a gym or against an indiscernible background, men’s 
bodies are being objectified in men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines. This objectification is 
occurring by reducing men’s bodies to either an object or a tool.
Workout Attire
The next element examined in regards to the portrayal of men in men’s bodybuilding and 
fitness magazines was the kind of clothing they wore. Not surprising, almost exclusively this was 
workout attire. However some interesting findings did result from this examination, with findings 
that demonstrate that the models in these magazines are portrayed with clothes designed to reveal 
their bodies, similar to the trend in advertising (Reichert et al. 1999). When it came to upper body 
workout attire, the choice of clothing was consistently a muscle shirt/ sleeveless t-shirt or no shirt 
at all. Since both allow for optimal exposure of upper body muscle, the objectification is obvious. 
In Men ’s Fitness and Flex, the most common upper body attire was a muscle shirt/sleeveless t- 
shirt, while in Muscle and Fitness the fitness models were most commonly depicted with no shirt. 
This finding may be connected to the fact that Muscle and Fitness was also the magazine with the 
most portrayals with women since both are characteristic of more sexually based portrayals.
One of the most important and potentially harmful results of this research relates to the 
area of lower body workout attire. In M en’s Fitness and Muscle and Fitness the most common 
lower body workout attire was athletic shorts, a positive sign since these were one of the lesser 
objectifying alternatives. In M en’s Fitness there were no instances of the tight shorts, which 
however were seen commonly in the other two magazines. In Flex the most common lower body 
workout attire was Tight Shorts. With the model’s muscles bulging out from underneath, it is
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obvious that these shorts are worn to highlight the muscles and lower regions of the men wearing 
them and thus objectify these men’s entire bodies by reducing their entire bodies to simply a 
means toward the end of highlighting the prized muscle.
Arguably more important than what lower body workout attire the models were wearing 
was that in a large number of instances in all three magazines the lower body workout attire was 
indiscernible. When compared to the almost non-existent number of images in which the models’ 
upper body workout attire indiscernible, it becomes clear that the upper body was almost always 
the point of emphasis in the images. This finding is similar to depictions in advertising in men’s 
magazines that place a major emphasis on men’s upper bodies (Kolber & Albanese, 1996). Given 
these results it is not surprising that when men tend to be dissatisfied with their own bodily 
features, their dissatisfaction focuses on the areas seen in images when the upper body is 
emphasized, such as chest size, upper arm development and abdomen definition (Hoyt & Kogan 
2001).
Role
The final aspect of this research looked at the roles that fitness models play in men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines. It was earlier argued that the images examined in this 
research are especially similar to advertising images. Just as bodybuilders associate with and are 
identified by the objectified bodily images in advertisements found in bodybuilding magazines 
(White & Gillett, 1994), so too do they connect with the images in the workout related articles 
under study and the roles the models in them fulfill.
It is clear from the results that much more emphasis is placed on the role of 
demonstrating an exercise as opposed to being a goal body for others to aspire to achieve. In 
M en’s Fitness the most dominant role filled was the Step by Step role. In Muscle and Fitness,
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except for a substantial number of instances when the Encourager role was filled, the role filled 
was fairly evenly spilt among the three Exercise Demonstrator roles, with no clearly dominant 
role emerging. This was not true however in Flex, in which the most dominant image seen was 
the Exercise-Intimidator.
The common use of the Exercise Demonstrator roles in all three magazines at first glance 
is a very positive finding as it shows that the magazines serve more of a useful function than 
merely presenting ideal and objectified bodies to men. However, this may not be as encouraging 
as it appears. Mason (1992) argues that in bodybuilding magazines action turns into a way of 
averting the voyeuristic stare away from the model. Consequently, both roles may be dangerous 
to the body image of men.
Judging by the limited number of Goal Body portrayals, it appears the publisher of these 
magazines has likely learned that portrayal of models filling the Goal Body role need to be 
augmented by Exercise Demonstrator portrayals to sell an ideal body to men. Exercise 
Demonstrator roles emphasize the work that must go into creating the perfect masculine body and 
the promise it holds for men that are seeking to compensate for a lack of power in other areas of 
their lives (White & Gillett, 1994). Just as the overwhelming number of cases in which the model 
was portrayed in the gym could be construed as placing an unhealthy emphasis on devoting all of 
one’s time and energy toward achieving the ideal body, the same could be theorized as a result of 
the extremely high numbers of exercise demonstrators. Mckinley (1998) theorized that men might 
objectify themselves based on factors unrelated to appearance, such as activity and achievement. 
The excessive use of fitness models filling the Exercise Demonstrator roles, who are perpetually 
working out, lends credibility to this theory and raises concerns about bombarding men with 
images of other men who appear to have nothing else to do, but exist to exercise. It could create a
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harmful drive in men to spend excessive amounts of time exercising themselves, to the point of 
negating any health messages that may be presented (Jirousek, 1996; Wiegers, 1998).
Within the different kinds of Exercise Demonstrator portrayals lies one vast difference, 
the demeanor of the model. Both the Step by Step and Mid-Exercise Demonstrator, which are 
most common in M en’s Fitness, are ambivalent toward the exercise, merely going through the 
motions with little to no emotion displayed, treating exercise as a means to an end. On the other 
end of the spectrum is the Exercise-Intimidator, seen in Muscle and Fitness and Flex, who 
appears to relish in the pain achieved from working so intensely. Wiegers (1998) discussed the 
aspect of pain as it arose from interviews with bodybuilders and noted that it is an acceptance of 
pain as pleasure based on the rewards of “ripped” physiques that will come from it. When 
Exercise-Intimidators illustrate this sensation they are glamorizing it for the reader and 
challenging the reader to also work hard enough to achieve it. The Exercise-Intimidator role is 
similar to the “rock” discussed by Bordo (1999) in which the model attempts to stare down the 
reader through aggressive posturing and the “Sturdy Oak” described by Kervin (1990) that 
exhibits confidence and self-reliance. The fact that this was the second most common role overall 
and the most common one in Flex illustrates the importance of this concept in the bodybuilding 
and fitness world.
Surprisingly the Encourager role was a common Goal Body role in Muscle and Fitness 
and Flex magazines, but not in M en’s Fitness. It is a role that can be used to inspire men to strive 
for body perfection, without offending or intimidating. This goal is important in these two 
magazines because of the more imposing size of the men in them. This is particularly true in the 
case of Flex, which also most commonly used the Exercise-Intimidator role; an entire magazine 
of these physically and psychologically intimidating men could create anxiety in the reader and 
fail to communicate the vision of the ideal man. Interspersing the magazine with portrayals of
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these same dominating men acting as the encouraging best friend of the reader would ease this 
tension.
An important and surprising finding that arose from the different Goal Body role 
portrayals was the prevalence of the Body Part role. Body Part images are not limited to 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines, but are also seen in advertising that features sole male 
images (Kolber & Albanese, 1996). Men’s bodies and body parts increasingly are used to signify 
a man as a whole, which is typical of objectification (Rohlinger, 2002); the Body Part role 
epitomizes this.
Men feel that media images of men sexualize and glamorize a muscular body and 
influence them to shape and build their bodies (Kennedy, 2000). One way this glamorization and 
sexualization is done is through the roles the man with the muscular body is seen fulfilling. The 
roles seen in this research were another example of this. They, like the ads that White and Gillett 
(1994) examined, allow men to believe that they are in charge in this aspect of their lives and 
their success or failure depends only on them.
Comprehensive Portrayals
In each of the three magazines, although there were variations, there were stereotypical 
portrayals that emerged (see Figure 9). These standard portrayals represent the ideologies 
communicated in each magazine and seem directly tied to the models’ body types.
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Figure 9. A graphical representation of the formulaic portrayals typically seen in M en’s Fitness, 
Muscle and Fitness and Flex.
Overall, in M en’s Fitness the stereotypical portrayal was a fitness model with the Strong 
Muscularity body type, set alone in a gym, wearing a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt and athletic 
shorts filling the Step by Step role (see Figure 10).
Like the other two magazines he is set most often alone in a gym, however, two 
suppositions about the messages he is designed to convey can be made based on his clothing, 
which is most similar to what an average man would wear in weekend warrior athletic endeavors. 
First, he may be viewed by the editors as having the most athletic body type of the three and thus 
needs to be depicted in clothes that illustrate this. Or on second look, perhaps the editors do not 
view his muscles as worth uncovering yet, nor worth showing as the featured point of the image.
Perhaps, in order to be large enough to have his muscles focused on, like the reader, he 
needs more instruction before he can achieve the advanced size of the other two body types. Thus 
he’s most often depicted in the Step by Step role, actually seen completing an exercise from 
beginning to end, in a constant pursuit of muscle.
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He may also be what the editors believe to be the everyday man and thus can be the least 
challenging and abrasive to the reader, who is not ready to see the challenge that awaits him in 
the Muscle and Fitness and Flex. Still, achieving even this image can be beyond the reach of most 
men (Pope et al. 2000) and damaging to their body image as well (Mundell, 2002).
In Muscle and Fitness there was not one typical portrayal because of the fairly even 
representation of so many areas. However the portrayals were often of a lone man, with one of 
three body types, in a gym wearing No Shirt and either Athletic or Tight Shorts filling one of 
three Exercise Demonstrator roles or the Goal Body Encourager role (see Figure 11). He is the 
transitional image, where men stop before deciding to move on to the Freakish Muscularity body 
types seen in Flex or to relegate themselves to achieving the “everyday” man in M en’s Fitness.
Figure 10. Typical fitness model seen in M en’s Fitness.
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Figure 11. Typical fitness model seen in Muscle and Fitness.
In Flex the standard portrayal was a model with the Freakish Muscularity body type alone 
in a gym that is often so dark it becomes imperceptible where he is (see Figure 12). He is wearing 
a Muscle Shirt/Sleeveless T-Shirt and Tight Shorts and filling the Exercise-Intimidator role. In 
these images the model and his muscles become the center of a dark little universe as the gym 
behind them often disappears into nothingness, leaving them solely on display. He is wearing 
clothes tighter and more revealing than any of the other body types and fills a role clearly 
designed to simultaneously intimidate, subdue and impress other men into joining him on his 
quest to muscular perfection.
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Figure 12. Typical fitness model seen in Flex.
Although a qualitative description of the most typical images seen in these magazines 
would provide a good understanding of how the men in them are portrayed, a description of one 
model who symbolized everything the others did not may do the job more effectively. The model 
(see Figure 13) had a Strong Muscularity Body Type. He is portrayed wearing a long sleeve 
t-shirt, unusually long shorts, wristbands and a headband and has his socks pulled up to his knees. 
He is struggling to get out of the gym while an attractive female “employee” of the gym grabs his 
shirt and drags him back in. Throughout the article this man is seen performing the “6 Habits of 
Extremely Ineffective Bodybuilders.” He clearly demonstrates the exact opposite of what a man 
should be in the eyes of all three of the magazines, both in his looks and his actions, such as 
talking on a cell phone while lifting, using bad form and the ultimate fitness model sin, 
attempting to avoid exercising. Since his body type is actually the Strong Muscularity, it is his
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clothing choices that reinforce the connection to the behaviors a man should not exhibit in the 
bodybuilding and fitness world. He is goofy looking, he needs a woman to tell him to workout 
and he’s constantly distracted. He is the singular antithesis to the typical portrayal of men who 
are not ashamed of their bodies that look fashionable within the bodybuilding culture and go 
about working out in either a business like manner or in a passionate embrace of the lifestyle.





Exploratory chi-square tests and crosstabulation analysis were conducted to examine 
potential connections that exist between the variables studied. The results, which are discussed 
here, demonstrate that the features shown in portrayals of male fitness modes are not random, but 
rather designed and intentionally chosen to convey certain messages. Many of the variables had 
categories that produced a large number of cells with less than five cases, particularly the Other 
and Indiscernible categories. These cells then needed to be counted as missing in order to produce 
chi-square results that fit within the accepted range of cells with less than five cases in order to 
produce a significance level of less than .05. The number of missing cases are reported in the chi- 
square results for each test.
As a follow-up to research questions 1 and 2, the first two variables that were examined 
for their relationship are Body type and Magazine title. The results demonstrate that there is a
significant association between them (%^=540.091(a), df=4 p  <.01, 30 missing cases). The 
crosstabulations (see Table 18) show that within the Strong Muscularity Body Type, most 
(83.4%) were found in M en's Fitness and the remaining instances (16.6%) were found in Muscle 
and Fitness while none were found in Flex. Within the Large Muscularity Body Type, a 
significant 25.2% were found in M en's Fitness, however the majority (74.8%) were found in 
Muscle and Fitness and none were found in Flex. Within the Freakish Muscularity Body Type 
none were found in M en’s Fitness, a significant amount (39.8%) were found in Muscle and 
Fitness but the majority (60.2%) were found in Flex.
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Table 18








M uscularity Indiscernible Total
M en's Fitness Count 196 35 0 3 234
Expected C ount 83.3 49.3 90.8 10.6 234.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
83.4% 25.2% .0% 10.0% 35.5%
M uscle and Fitness Count 39 104 102 24 269
Expected Count 95.8 56.7 104.3 12.2 269.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
16.6% 74.8% 39.8% 80.0% 40.8%
Flex Count 0 0 154 3 157
Expected Count 55.9 33.1 60.9 7.1 157.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
.0% .0% 60.2% 10.0% 23.8%
Total C ount 235 139 256 30 660
Expected Count 235.0 139.0 256.0 30.0 660.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
The next two variables that were examined for their relationship were Body Type and 
Role. A significant association between them (%^=286.864(a), df=10 p  <.01, 58 missing cases) 
was found. The crosstabulations (see Table 19) revealed that within the Strong Muscularity Body 
Type, the majority filled the Step by Step role (66.2%) however; a notable 26.8% filled the Mid- 
Exercise Demonstrator role. Only a small percentage filled the other roles (see Table 19). Within 
the Large Muscularity Body Type, the Crosstabulations revealed a fairly good distribution of this 
variable. In the bulk of the images (48.1%) the Step by Step role was filled. However, the other 
roles appeared after that in comparatively close numbers (see Table 19). Inside the Freakish 
Muscularity Body Type there also was a more even split among the roles than seen in M en’s 
Fitness, although the majority (47.3%) filled the Exercise-Intimidator role (see Table 19).
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Table 19









Encourager Count 6 11 33 50
Expected Count 18.9 10.9 20.2 50.0
% within Body 
Type
2.6% 8.4% 13.6% 8.3%
Intim idator Count 1 7 17 25
Expected Count 9.5 5.4 10.1 25.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
.4% 5.3% 7.0% 4.2%
Body Part Count 8 9 32 49
Expected Count 18.6 10.7 19.8 49.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
3.5% 6.9% 13.2% 8.1%
Step by Step C ount 151 63 22 236
Expected Count 89.4 51.4 95.3 236.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
66.2% 48.1% 9.1% 39.2%
Exercise-Intim idator Count 1 17 115 133
Expected Count 50.4 28.9 53.7 133.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
.4% 13.0% 47.3% 22.1%
M id-Exercise D em onstrator Count 61 24 24 109
Expected Count 41.3 23.7 44.0 109.0
% within Body 
Type
26.8% 18.3% 9.9% 18.1%
Total Count 228 131 243 602
Expected Count 228.0 131.0 243.0 602.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
2A significant association between Body Type and Physical Setting (% =49.701 (a), df=4 p  
<.01, 45 missing cases) was also found in this exploratory analysis. As seen in the
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Crosstabulations (see Table 20) within the Strong Muscularity Body Type, most models were set 
in a gym (58.4%), 24.9% of the models were set against an indiscernible background and 16.7% 
were set in real life. Within the Large Muscularity Body Type, the vast majority (73.3%) was set 
in a gym and like in M en’s Fitness, a significant amount (21.4%) were set against an indiscernible 
background (see Table 20). Within the Freakish Muscularity Body Type there were two 
dominating portrayals, as 51.4% were set in a gym and 44.2% were set against an indiscernible 
background (see Table 20).
Table 20









Gym Count 136 96 129 361
Expected Count 136.8 76.9 147.3 361.0
% within Body 
Type
58.4% 73.3% 51.4% 58.7%
Indiscernible Background Count 58 28 111 197
E xpected Count 74.6 42.0 80.4 197.0
% w ithin Body 
Type 24.9%
21.4% 44.2% 32.0%
Real Life Count 39 7 11 57
Expected Count 21.6 12.1 23.3 57.0
% within Body 
Type
16.7% 5.3% 4.4% 9.3%
Total Count 233 131 251 615
Expected C ount 233.0 131.0 251.0 615.0
% within Body 
Type
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
The next two variables examined for their relationships were Role and Physical Setting 
and there was in fact a significant association between them (x^=164.353(a), df=10 p  <.01 (63
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missing cases). The crosstabulations, as seen in Table 21, show that when any of the three 
represented Goal Body roles (Encourager, Intimidator and Body Part) was filled roughly 75% 
were set against an indiscernible background and about 20% of the time they were set in a gym, 
while in about 5.0% of the cases the models were in real life settings (see Table 21). However, 
the trend of indiscernible settings being the most common was reversed when the Exercise 
Demonstrator roles were filled. Specifically, for the Step by Step role, 76.6% of the cases were 
set in a gym while just 13.6% were set against an indiscernible background and 9.8% were in a 
real life setting. This pattern was also seen when the Exercise-Intimidator and Mid-Exercise 
Demonstrator roles were filled (see Table 21).
A significant association between the Role and Upper Body Workout Attire
(%^=79.080(a), df=5 p  <.01, 82 missing cases) was also seen. The crosstabulations (see Table 22) 
demonstrate that when one of the three represented Goal Body roles was filled no shirt was worn 
in a majority of the cases (see Table 22) whereas when the Exercise Demonstrator roles was filled 
a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt was worn in the majority of the cases. The one exception to this 
trend was seen in cases in when the Mid-Exercise Demonstrator role was filled, in which there 
was an even split between a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt and no shirt (see Table 22).
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Table 21




Background Real Life Total
E ncourager Count 11 36 3 50
Expected Count 29.6 16.1 4.3 50.0
% w ithin 
Physical Setting
3.1% 18.8% 5.9% 8.4%
Intim idator C ount 6 17 1 24
Expected Count 14.2 7.7 2.1 24.0
% w ithin 
Physical Setting
1.7% 8.9% 2.0% 4.0%
Body Part C ount 9 37 3 49
Expected  Count 29.1 15.8 4.2 49.0
% w ithin 
Physical Setting
2.5% 19.3% 5.9% 8.2%
Step by Step C ount 180 32 23 235
Expected  Count 139.3 75.6 20.1 235.0
% within 
Physical Setting
50.8% 16.7% 45.1% 39.4%
Exercise-Intim idator C ount 92 41 0 133
E xpected Count 78.9 42.8 11.4 133.0
% w ithin 
Physical Setting
26.0% 21.4% .0% 22.3%
M id-Exercise D em onstrator C ount 56 29 21 106
Expected  Count 62.9 34.1 9.1 106.0
% w ithin 
Physical Setting
15.8% 15.1% 41.2% 17.8%
Total Count 354 192 51 597
Expected  Count 354.0 192.0 51.0 597.0
% w ithin 
Physical Setting
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Table 22
Crosstabulation o f  Role and Upper Body Workout Attire
Role
Upper Body Workout Attire
Muscle
Shirt/Sleeveless
T-Shirt No Shirt Total
Encourager Count 11 39 50
Expected Count 31.1 18.9 50.0
% within Role 22.0% 78.0% 100.0%
Intimidator Count 9 13 22
Expected Count 13.7 8.3 22.0
% within Role 40.9% 59.1% 100.0%
Body Part Count 15 24 39
Expected Count 24.2 14.8 39.0
% within Role 38.5% 61.5% 100.0%
Step by Step Count 175 61 236
Expected Count 146.6 89.4 236.0
% within Role 74.2% 25.8% 100.0%
Exercise-Intimidator Count 98 31 129
Expected Count 80.1 48.9 129.0
% within Role 76.0% 24.0% 100.0%
Mid-Exercise Demonstrator Count 51 51 102
Expected Count 63.4 38.6 102.0
% within Role 50.0% 50.0% 100.0%
Total Count 359 219 578
Expected Count 359.0 219.0 578.0
% within Role 62.1% 37.9% 100.0%
There is a significant association between Body Type and Upper Body Workout Attire 
( % 2 = 4 8 . 8 8 1 ( a ) ,  df=2 p  <.01, 64 missing cases) (see Table 23). As observed in Table 23, within 
the Strong Muscularity Body Type the majority of the models wore a muscle shirt/sleeveless t- 
shirt whereas within the Large Muscularity and Freakish Muscularity Body Types there was an 
even split between the portrayals of models wearing no shirt and models wearing muscle a 
shirt/sleeveless t-shirt (see Table 23).
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Table 23
Crosstabulation of Body Type and Upper Body Workout Attire








M uscle Shirt/Sleeveless Count 174 67 122 363
T-Shirt Expected Count 134.6 81.0 147.4 363.0
% w ithin Body 
Type 78.7%
50.4% 50.4% 60.9%
No Shirt Count 47 66 120 233
Expected Count 86.4 52.0 94.6 233.0
% w ithin Body 
Type 21.3%
49.6% 49.6% 39.1%
Total Count 221 133 242 596
Expected Count 221.0 133.0 242.0 596.0
% w ithin Body 
Type 100.0% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0%
The next area examined for their relationship was Body Type and Lower Body Workout
Attire. Again a significant association was found ( ^ = 2 7 1.754(a), df=6 p  <.01, 213 missing 
cases). Within the cross tabulations (see Table 24) it is seen that when the models had a Strong 
Muscularity Body Type, an overwhelming 85.5% of the models wore athletic shorts, fewer 
models wore workout pants or tight shorts and bikini shorts were never worn. When the models 
had the Large Muscularity Body Type, the majority (64.2%) wore athletic shorts, 23.2% wore 
tight shorts and few models wore workout pants or bikini shorts (see Table 24). Within the 
occurrences of the Freakish Muscularity Body Type, the most common type of lower body 
workout attire was tight shorts (74.8%). The models wore athletic shorts, bikini shorts and 
workout pants more rarely (see Table 24).
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Table 24
Crosstabulation of Body Type and Lower Body Workout Attire
Low er Body 








Bikini Shorts Count 0 5 19 24
Expected Count 10.4 5.1 8.5 24.0
% w ithin Body 
Type .0%
5.3% 11.9% 5.4%
Tight Shorts Count 4 22 119 145
Expected Count 62.6 30.8 51.6 145.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
2.1% 23.2% 74.8% 32.4%
A thletic Shorts Count 165 61 20 246
Expected Count 106.2 52.3 87.5 246.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
85.5% 64.2% 12.6% 55.0%
W orkout Pants Count 24 7 1 32
Expected Count 13.8 6.8 11.4 32.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
12.4% 7.4% .6% 7.2%
Total Count 193 95 159 447
Expected Count 193.0 95.0 159.0 447.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
There was also a significant association between Body Type and the number of men in
the Social Setting 14.229(a), df=2 p <.01, 33 missing cases). As observed in the 
crosstabulations (see Table 25), within the Strong Muscularity Body Type, an overwhelming 
99.6% of the portrayals of this body size occurred when one man was in the image. This trend 
was also seen within the Large Muscularity (97.8%) and Freakish Muscularity (96.8%) Body 
Types, however the percentage of cases in which two men were portrayed in the setting became 
significantly larger as the Body Type size increased (see Table 25).
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Table 25
Crosstabulation of Body Type and the Number of Men in Social Setting
Body Type








1 Count 234 135 238 607
E xpected Count 227.5 133.6 245.9 607.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
99.6% 97.8% 93.7% 96.8%
2 Count 1 3 16 20
Expected Count 7.5 4.4 8.1 20.0
% w ithin Body 
Type
.4% 2.2% 6.3% 3.2%
Total Count 235 138 254 627
Expected Count 235.0 138.0 254.0 627.0
% within Body 
Type ,
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
The final relationship examined was between Body Type and the number of women in
the Social Setting, and a significant association was found 14.576(a), df=2 p  <.01, 30 
missing cases). As revealed in the Crosstabulations (see Table 26) across all three Body Types a 
large majority of the portrayals occurred when no woman was in the image (see Table 26). 
However, within the Large Muscularity Body Type the highest percentage (7.2%) of portrayals 
when one woman was in the image occurred.
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Table 26
Crosstabulation of Body Type and the Number of Women in Social Setting
B o d y  T ype
N u m b er o f  
W om en
S tro n g
M u scu la rity
L arg e
M u scu la rity
F reak ish
M u scu larity T o ta l
0 C o u n t 23 0 129 25 4 613
E x p ec ted  C o u n t 228 .7 135.2 249.1 6 1 3 .0
%  w ith in  B o d y  
T ype
97 .9% 92 .8% 99 .2% 9 7 .3%
1 C o u n t 5 10 2 1.7
E x p ec ted  C o u n t 6.3 3.8 6 .9 17.0
% w ith in  B ody  
T y p e
2 .1% 7.2% .8% 2 .7%
T o ta l C o u n t 235 139 256 6 3 0
E x p ec ted  C o u n t 2 35 .0 139.0 2 56 .0 6 30 .0
% w ith in  B ody  
T y p e
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Discussion of Ancillary Results 
It is clear that the connections evident in the results of the chi-square tests and 
crosstabulations may contribute to building men’s desire further and further towards the larger 
body types.
One way the messages are communicated was seen in the relationship between 
Body Type and Magazine Title. As was touched on in the discussion of the RQ1 and RQ2, there 
is a clear step up of body sizes across all three magazines. However, what is seen when 
establishing significance between these two variables is that this trend may not be accidental. The 
concern should be what this possible intention is. On one level it is obvious that men have a 
choice in what magazines they choose to look at, but the question is, is there a point at which they 
seek the next level?
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Of course as the results for Body Type and Role demonstrated, if men want to learn how 
to exercise they are better off looking at M en’s Fitness or Muscle and Fitness, which portray 
mostly Strong and Large Muscularity body types, because in these body types the most common 
role was the Step by Step. On the other end of the spectrum, the most common role for the 
Freakish Muscularity body type, which was seen exclusively in Flex, was the Exercise- 
Intimidator. Perhaps when the models with the Freakish Muscularity body type are portrayed it is 
assumed that if the reader is reading this magazine he does not need to be shown how to actually 
do exercises anymore, he just needs to be challenged and motivated and this can be done by 
providing him with that last bit of incentive to get him on his way to achieving the biggest size 
possible. The magazines’ goal of providing men with images that they can use to learn from and 
motivate themselves with might also explain why the results for Body Type and Physical Setting 
demonstrated that models with the Freakish Muscularity Body Type were set against an 
indiscernible background nearly twice as often as models with the other two smaller body types, 
who were seen in gyms a significant majority of the time. Models set in a gym, like those filling 
the Step by Step role help better illustrate how exercises are done, while those against 
indiscernible backgrounds are less effective at this.
Another important relationship regarding the Physical Setting was seen in the results for 
Role and Physical Setting. The models filling the Goal Body roles were also most often set 
against an indiscernible background, while the models filling the Exercise Demonstrator roles 
were most likely set in a gym. These are logical pairings, but they also reinforce portrayals that 
are objectifying, such as placing all emphasis on the body being portrayed when the Goal Body 
role is used in conjunction with an indiscernible background (Kolber & Albanese, 1997).
This objectification may be even more significant considering the results for Role and 
Upper Body Workout Attire. It was observed that the models filling the Goal Body roles most
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often wore no shirt. This is contrasted with the models filling the Exercise Demonstrator roles 
who were most likely to wear a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt. The Mid-Exercise Demonstrator 
role was the exception; this role was just as likely to wear a muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt as no 
shirt. The lack of a shirt coupled with a role that simply displays the body as a goal that should be 
reached exemplifies objectification, nothing is disrupting the reader’s view of the muscle. This is 
contrasted with the less objectifying combination of models filling functional roles, which at least 
attempt to put on some semblance of utility, and wearing clothes that hide some of the model’s 
muscle.
Also just as likely to wear muscle shirt/sleeveless t-shirt as no shirt were both the larger 
body sizes as demonstrated by the chi-square test of Body Type and Upper Body Workout Attire. 
While it observed that the models with Strong Muscularity body type were seen most often 
wearing a Muscle Shirt/Sleeveless T-Shirt. Additionally, in the results for Body Type and Lower 
Body Workout Attire it was observed that models that had either the Strong or Large Muscularity 
body types most commonly wore Athletic Shorts, while the models with Freakish Muscularity 
body type most commonly wore Tight Shorts.
These findings demonstrate that as the models size increased the amount of clothes 
decreased indicating the greater emphasis on the muscles of the larger men in these depictions. 
Specifically the relationships between the Body Type and Clothing variables demonstrate that 
more emphasis is placed on the muscle of the Freakish Muscularity body type as the body type 
that men should have the most confidence in allowing other men to observe and desire.
Another important finding from the exploratory chi-square tests is that in the surprisingly 
few instances when a woman was present, it was most often with a model with the Large 
Muscularity body type. This is inconsistent with research that has established that women in 
reality are not attracted to the extremely muscular men seen in these magazines and are more
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likely to be attracted to men resembling the models with the Strong Muscularity body type 




The objectification of men is seen repeatedly through this exploration. Much like 
research on the objectification of women, the present study has found that men too are presented 
with ideal bodies to achieve; they too have their bodies “spotlighted” and presented in sexually 
objectified ways; they too are seeing their bodies used as decoration and tools. Additionally, this 
exploration of the physical portrayal of fitness models has highlighted areas that are exclusive to 
the objectification of men, such as the Exercise-Intimidator role. The emergence of these areas 
further demonstrates how the study of men with women’s standards is a less than ideal situation.
The media plays an important role in defining how men should look (Miller, 2002). 
However, the variety found in these portrayals in this research suggests that not all men viewing 
these magazines readily accept all methods of objectification equally. Men are objectified in three 
main ways with many variables contributing to the overall method; they are challenged, 
encouraged and sexualized. Understanding these three types of objectification facing men can 
help even further differentiate between the implications and effects that each type has on men. 
This is of particular importance, because as the literature review points out, a great deal of 
research has found that men are not objectified. The contention was made earlier that men are not 
being studied in ways designed to learn about them but instead as afterthoughts in the study of 
women, according to standards and measures designed for women, and consequently finding men 
are not objectified. This exploration has demonstrated that men are objectified and studying men 
with measures designed for them will produce results indicating their objectification.
It’s clear that although complex and varying, the objectification of men is occurring and 
can no longer be taken as trivial. Men, however, face the disadvantage of this being a taboo topic, 
and one that embarrasses most men to be concerned over (Miller, 2002; Pope et al. 2000).
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Although men are not objectified in the same ways as women, they are subjected to an 
objectification that turns male bodies into massive statues of muscles that are admired and sought 
after, often merely for the sole purpose of having them rather than any useful function.
If the ways men are portrayed in bodybuilding and fitness magazines do not make these 
unrealistic bodies attractive to men, they at the very least make them acceptable. Once this 
acceptance occurs is when self-objectification can arise. Miller (2002) notes that if women place 
the blame for their eating disorders and low body image on a male-dominated society, then who 
should men blame for theirs? Finding an answer to this will help both men and women combat 
the objectification that is taking place in society today because they just may have a common 
enemy.
Limitations and Future Research 
One of the biggest strengths of this study is also one of its biggest weaknesses, which is 
its narrow focus. This research was specifically designed to study men in bodybuilding and 
fitness magazines and the results can only be interpreted through this frame of reference. 
Attempting this same research in a wider variety of men’s general interest magazines is not 
feasible because of the specificity of the variables toward the bodybuilding and fitness context. 
However studying a broader sample of bodybuilding and fitness magazines could lend more 
credence to these findings as well as generating new ones. For example the lack of women in the 
social setting and the rare appearance of models filling the Inviter role should be examined in 
other bodybuilding and fitness magazines.
Similarly, including a wider variety of images within each magazine could also legitimize 
and augment these findings, because men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines are also filled 
with advertisements that portray male fitness models and use diverse and often more obvious
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elements of objectification of both men and women. Adding these images to the sample could 
expose even more of the objectification occurring in these magazines.
Another limitation of this research was the studying of only one year’s worth of 
magazines. This same study would be even more fruitful if done as a trend study over a longer 
span of time in five-year intervals in order to observe any changes that may have occurred as the 
acceptance of the images of men in society has grown.
The selection of the sample of all of the pictures of a primary model accompanying 
bodybuilding and fitness related articles that are two pages or longer, although necessary to 
provide focus, unfortunately eliminated some of the notable and interesting elements of the 
occurrences of the objectified male in the magazines examined, such as those seen in advertising 
or photo spreads not attached to an article. Thus future research should include all of the images 
in the magazine for possible selection.
This study also cannot infer causation and effects, which although not the purpose of the 
researcher should be considered a weakness nonetheless. Understanding how these images and 
their traits actually affect men is an important area for future work.
Research that examines how men respond to the different images found should be 
conducted. It has been demonstrated that women are negatively affected by media images 
portraying unrealistic standards of feminine beauty (e.g. Posavac et al. 1998). Thus the portrayals 
of the unrealistic standards set by the male fitness models found in these magazines brings up the 
question of what effect they actually do have on men. Exploration into this is vital to a more in- 
depth understanding of how men are responding to these images, particularly since this study 
merely demonstrates elements of the objectified portrayal, not the potential emotional responses it 
may cause men.
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How men internalize the messages portrayed in these magazines is the definitive factor in 
the objectification of men. If the messages have absolutely no effect on men, then objectification 
must not be occurring. However, then the question would need to be asked, “If this is the case, 
why do these magazines present men in this fashion?” The magazines do continue to use 
idealized portrayals of men, which suggests that they would not exist if they did not sell 
magazines. Consequently men must be affected by these images on some level. Gill et al. (2000) 
questioned men about their opinions of images that are similar to fitness models and found that 
the images produce a variety of reactions in men, which they clustered as: aspirational, 
pressuring, generating resentment, body culture as shallow, narcissistic representations, uniform, 
irrelevant and desirable. These reactions were not mutually exclusive; men could experience any 
of the reactions in any combinations, which demonstrates the need to study the confusing states 
viewing these images can leave men in. The most common reaction was feeling under pressure to 
look like the images, which provides perhaps the most evidence of need for future investigation. 
Hence, future research could be any type of research that examines men’s responses to the 
images, such as interviewing men who are already reading men’s bodybuilding and fitness 
magazines or giving men the magazines to read and evaluating their body satisfaction before and 
after their exposure. One study that has done something similar to this was conducted by Leit 
(2001) who found that men who were exposed to advertisements featuring muscular men 
demonstrated a larger discrepancy between their current and ideal body shapes than a control 
group. Forbes et al. (2001) also notes the need for more research on men’s emotional states in 
regard to their bodies because although it seems to be a commonly held opinion that body 
dissatisfaction and the causes of it are problems only affecting women, they suggest that men are 
not immune and may also be subjected to similar experiences.
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Similarly, research that explores the use of media literacy programs to educate men about 
the dangers of these body images, like that done with adolescent females, should be developed. In 
the case of women, these programs raise recognition of the unrealistic and unhealthy nature of 
these images (Irving & Berel, 2001; Rabak-Wagener, Eickhoff-Shemek & Kelly-Vance, 1998) 
and are successful at reducing women’s beliefs that the thin ideal is realistic and attractive (Irving 
& Berel, 2001). Therefore similar programs may need to be introduced to boys as soon as they 
reach an age where the point can be effectively communicated to them, particularly those with 
low self-esteem who are more susceptible to media influences and have a higher drive to achieve 
a muscular body (McCreary & Sasse, 2000; Ricciardelli, 2001). This may help allow all men to 
avoid desiring a commercialized and artificial image (McClelland, 1999).
Another area where future research needs to be done is looking at the connection between 
the written messages and the images portrayed. Examining this could speak even more fully to 
the objectified way men are being motivated to aspire to achieve certain body types. Like the 
images in men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines, the copy is written for its ability to motivate 
men by challenging, intimidating or encouraging them. Thus understanding this connection is an 
area that needs to be explored. Klein (1993, 244) observes, “The realm of language is, perhaps, 
the most forthright expression of self-objectification in bodybuilding.” He notes that this is done 
by building on the American culture’s separation of mind and body and by breaking the body into 
parts, no longer seen as a whole, but rather a collection of separate parts. This was also observed 
in the present research; men’s bodybuilding fitness magazine articles often revolve around one 
specific body part, thus including observations of this descriptive language in the study of men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines can further illustrate the ways the magazines are objectifying 
men.
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Additionally it is important to compare the findings of this exploration with what would 
be found in women’s fitness magazines, not in an attempt to conclude that based on these male 
oriented standards that women are not objectified, but to find the areas of objectification that are 
truly exclusive to men.
In addition, an examination of the number of objectified women portrayed in men’s 
bodybuilding and fitness magazines should be done, particularly in light of the fact that 
publishers of these magazines rely on portraying objectified women to gain a greater acceptance 
of the objectifying sport of bodybuilding (Klein, 1993).
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Appendix A
Below is a brief synopsis of the magazines used for examination in the preliminary study. 
Each magazine functions within the bodybuilding and fitness media genre, offering differing 
levels of bodybuilding and fitness intensity:
• American Health & Fitness For Today’s Man: A new magazine by Robert Kennedy, who 
also publishes MuscleMag and Oxygen. It is geared towards the male gym enthusiast who 
likes working out (http://getbig.com/magazine/americanhealth/americanhealth.htm).
• Flex: The bible of hardcore bodybuilding. Each month, Flex visits and speaks with the 
champions of bodybuilding at their gyms, at contests, and at their homes, gathering 
information and photographs, Flex brings you their latest strategies, and the competitive 
goals that they apply to further develop their title-winning physiques. Flex contains lots 
of photographs of the most muscular men and women in the bodybuilding world. Flex is 
the official magazine of the DFBB (http://getbig.com/magazine/flex/flex.htm).
• M en’s Health: The world's largest men's magazine, more of a fashion style magazine, 
with info on various exercises, style, fitness, health, sex and relationships, and more 
(http ://getbig.com/magazine/menshealth/menshealth0210.htm).
• M en’s Fitness: Dedicated to the man who likes to stay in shape. Contains articles on 
training, health, nutrition, and sports related recreation. This magazine is for the man who 
keeps in shape and likes to read about fitness related adventures and articles 
(http://getbig.com/magazine/mensfit.htm).
• M en’s Workout: The training, nutrition and fitness magazine for the active man. Features 
home and gym workouts geared to strengthen the physique and promote overall aerobic 
conditioning. Regular features include the latest in athletic fashions, active travel,
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grooming, a personal trainer column and new fitness products and trends 
(http://store.yahoo.com/magazinecity/0492-7.html).
• Muscle Media: Focuses on information on training and nutrition. An interesting magazine 
to read, mostly geared for beginning people who want to get into shape 
(http.V/getbig.com/magazine/mm2k.mm2k.htm).
• Muscle and Fitness: Considered to be the best of the bodybuilding magazines. It contains 
lots of information about the principles of fitness and bodybuilding and many other topics 
that are current in the bodybuilding and fitness world. Muscle and Fitness is more of a 
mainstream bodybuilding magazine, which has excellent articles and pictures 
(http://getbig.com/magazine/mus&fit.htm).
• Muscular Development: A serious bodybuilder magazine that concentrates on hardcore 
bodybuilding, but also covers fitness and health related items. They pride themselves on 
giving its readers extensive coverage on the cutting edge of training, diet and nutrition 
articles. It also has great pictures of bodybuilders, and makes for enjoyable reading 
(http://getbig.com/magazine/musdev/musdev.htm).
The synopsis for American Health & Fitness For Today’s Man, Flex, M en’s Health,
M en’s Fitness, Muscle Media, Muscle and Fitness and Muscular Development are abridged 
descriptions from www.getbig.com, a bodybuilding website. The synopsis for M en’s Workout is 
an abridged description from www.magazinecity.net, a magazine subscription clearinghouse 
website.
The following are the editorial mission statements of M en’s Fitness, Muscle and Fitness 
and Flex, the magazines under investigation in the main study.
• M en’s Fitness Editorial Mission
I l l
When performance counts, M en’s Fitness is the source. Written for the sophisticated man 
who knows what he wants, M en’s Fitness delivers the tools he needs to perform to his 
maximum potential.
From carbs to khakis, supplements to sex, and great abs to great gear, M en’s Fitness 
keeps its devoted readers on top of their game, with the latest active lifestyle service 
information on fitness, health, relationships and sports activities, from mainstream to 
extreme.
http://www.mensfitness.com/magazines/magViewer/FitnMagMediakit.asp?catid=513&c 
urpage= 1 &curcatid= 184
• Muscle & Fitness Editorial Mission
Muscle & Fitness is a lifestyle magazine for dynamic, active men and women who are 
passionate about improving their bodies and their health.
The magazine's mission is to supply these readers with the information they need, serving 
as the definitive source on getting in shape and staying that way. Each issue includes 
detailed programs on exercise, strength training and nutrition, as well as articles on 
fitness, performance psychology, physiology, sports medicine, weight management, 
relationships and personal appearance.
Muscle & Fitness has been a coach and mentor to generations of dedicated fitness 
enthusiasts worldwide for more than 60 years. 
http://www.muscleandfitness.com/about/aboutus.jsp
• Flex Editorial Mission
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With nine language editions distributed in fourteen countries, Flex is truly the world 
leader.
Training demonstrations by world-class champions, cutting-edge nutritional information 
and behind-the-scenes gossip from bodybuilding events all over the globe combine to 
make Flex the leader in its field.
Flex is justly famous for its inspirational and dramatic photography, as well as up-to-the- 
minute reports on the latest bodybuilding contests and events. And Flex is the only ABC- 
audited publication in the industry. That's a claim its competitors simply can’t make.
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Coding protocol used to maintain coding consistency in the main study
This content analysis will aid the understanding of objectification of men by examining 
several elements of their portrayal in men’s bodybuilding and fitness magazines through 
quantitative content analyses. The purpose of this research is not to see what men who read men’s 
general interest magazines are exposed to. Rather, because bodybuilding and fitness publications 
inherently objectify men by spotlighting their bodies and body parts, this study is concerned with 
what men who are for some reason already drawn to are exposed to. Therefore this study will not 
look at whether objectification is occurring, but rather, through the elements described below, 
how.
Sample Selection
Draw images from male centered (a) bodybuilding articles that teach men how to achieve 
the “ideal” male body through demonstrating specific weightlifting exercises or weightlifting 
routines and (b) fitness articles demonstrating workouts other than weightlifting exercises or 
weightlifting routines (e.g. plyometrics, cardiovascular workouts and stretching routines). Omit 
articles pertaining to supplements, diets, contests and sport skills. Omit articles shorter than two 
full pages that lack the extended portrayal of one model over several depictions. Code each image 
from every eligible article.
Body Type
Body Type is coded using one of three body image subcategories: Strong Muscularity 
(figure drawing size 70), Large Muscularity (figure drawing size 80) and Freakish Muscularity
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(figure drawing size 90). An Other category will be coded to account for any other sizes that may 
be presented. In addition an Indiscernible category will be coded.
The Strong Muscularity Body Type: The smallest in size, yet most athletic looking. It is 
commonly referred to as “lean muscularity” or “mesomorphic.” This body type is best described 
as well proportioned, with muscles with visible definition and deep muscle separation. The male 
fitness models possessing the Strong Muscularity body type have a classic v-tapered body, with 
broad shoulders and a narrow waist.
The Large Muscularity Body Type: The Hercules type body, with low, yet still healthy 
levels of body fat similar to the Strong Muscularity body type and massive muscles that still 
maintain somewhat natural body proportions. The Large Muscularity body type does not appear 
to be so large as to have been achieved without the use of steroids.
The Freakish Muscularity Body Type: Enormous, with extremely out of proportion body 
parts. The models’ heads seem small on their oversized bodies and their trapezius muscles are so 
overdeveloped that their necks disappear. Their physical size is well beyond what could be 
achieved through natural means and well beyond that of an average man. The body fat levels of 
male fitness models with this body type are so low that their veins are clearly visible, bulging out 
from under their skin.
Physical and Social Settings 
Five coding categories are used to examine the Physical Setting variable: Gym; 
Indiscernible Background; Misplaced Settings; Real Life Settings; and Other.
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• Gym Setting: This can be a commercial/public gym or home gym.
• Indiscernible Background: It is unclear where the model is. For example a fuzzy 
background, an empty room or a solid color
• Misplaced Physical Settings: The model is placed in settings which do not reflect real-life
exercising settings. For example a beach, in the forest or on a city sidewalk, all
conveniently supplied with the necessary exercise equipment (i.e. an exercise ball, a 
medicine ball and two dumbbells)
• Real Life: These are everyday natural settings. For example, in an apartment getting 
ready for bed, at the grocery store picking up nutritious food, rollerblading in the park, 
etc.
The Social Setting will be coded by counting the number of men and women in each
image.
Clothing
Workout Attire: Upper Body is examined with three self explanatory coding
subcategories: T-Shirt w/Sleeves, Muscle Shirt/Sleeveless T-Shirt, and No Shirt. Workout Attire:
Lower Body is examined with four self explanatory coding subcategories: Bikini Shorts, Tight 
Shorts, Athletic Shorts and Workout Pants. In addition an Other and an Indiscernible sub category 
under both Workout Attire: Upper Body and Workout Attire: Lower Body is included to ensure 
exhaustiveness.
Non-Revealing Non-Workout Attire and Revealing Non-Workout Attire categories will 
be used to examine non-workout attire.
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• Non-Revealing Non-Workout Attire: Clothes men would wear in their everyday lives 
away from the gym.
• Revealing Non-Workout Attire: Clothes men would wear in their everyday lives away 
from the gym, but still put the model’s body on display. For example, a t-shirt and blue 
jeans with the t-shirt pulled up to expose abdominal muscles.
Exhaustive Clothing Variables of Other and Indiscernible categories will also be coded to 
ensure exhaustiveness.
Roles
The Roles variable is examined through the coding of either Goal Body or Exercise 
Demonstrator.
Goal Body will be coded with the Encourager, the Inviter, the Intimidator or the Body 
Part as subcategories
• Encourager: Usually smiling at the reader in non-confrontational body positioning and 
seems to most plainly state “here is a body that the reader should try to achieve if he cares 
about himself and he could be rewarded with women and respect if he does.”
• Intimidator: Characterized by flexed muscles, dominant body positioning and bullying 
glares at the camera, if the camera is acknowledged at all.
• Inviter: Not only portrays a body the reader should desire, but one that he should also 
find sexually attractive. It relies on sexualized body positioning used to draw the attention 
of the reader to the groin area. This positioning is done either through the fitness model’s
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hands teasingly tugging at his shorts or through positioning of the pelvic region forward 
ahead of the rest of the body to draw the reader’s visual focus downward.
• Body Part: The depiction of male fitness models’ body parts without the rest of the body 
and/or head shown or an obvious focus on a specific body part.
Exercise Demonstrator is coded with the Step by Step Exercise Demonstrator, Exercise- 
Intimidator or Mid-Exercise Demonstrator as subcategories
• Step by Step Exercise Demonstrator: The model is found in the beginning stage of an 
exercise in the first photograph and in the finishing stage of the exercise in the next 
photograph. In the event that one half of a Step by Step has any Indiscernible clothing 
variables while the other half is distinguishable do not code as Indiscernible, rather code 
it with same subcategory as the distinguishable image.
• Exercise-Intimidator: The model is seen performing an exercise, not in an attempt to 
demonstrate how to do it, but to merely show off the model’s muscle, the masochistic 
enjoyment the male fitness model gets in punishing himself with intense work and to 
challenge the reader to work as relentlessly. The model is often portrayed in an extreme 
close-up; actually hiding some details needed to ascertain exactly how to do the lift, 
limiting its effectiveness as an exercise demonstration. The model often uses bullying 
stares or has an intense grimace on his face, not one of being miserable, but one that 
relishes in the pain. The models in this role appear to be used to appeal to the competitive 
nature of men and challenge the reader to work this hard and be this intense and tough.
• Mid-Exercise Demonstrator: Also depicted mid exercise as is the Exercise Intimidator 
and again this portrayal is not in an attempt to demonstrate the exercise, but is an attempt
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to display the physique of the model. Where the two differ is in the demeanor of the 
model. The Mid-Exercise Demonstrator does not possess the intimidating stares and 
mannerisms of the Exercise-Intimidator, but instead the facial expressions and demeanor 
of this portrayal are most often neutral and non-confrontational.
Finally an Other category will be coded to ensure exhaustiveness.
1 2 1
Examples of Image Coding
Examples
B o d y  T y p e :  L a r g e  M u s c u la r i ty  
P h y s ic a l  S e tt in g :  R e a l  L ife  
S o c ia l S e tt in g :  O n e  M a n
C lo th in g :  W o rk o u t  A t t i r e :  U p p e r  B o d y  -  N o  S h i r t  
W o r k o u t  A t t i r e :  L o w e r  B o d y  - In d is c e rn ib le  
R o le : E n c o u ra g e r
B o d y  T y p e :  I n d is c e r n ib le  
P h y s ic a l  S e t t in g :  I n d is c e r n ib le  
S o c ia l S e t t in g :  O n e  M a n
C lo th in g :  W o r k o u t  A t t i r e :  U p p e r  B o d y  -  N o  S h i r t ;  
W o r k o u t  A t t i r e :  L o w e r  B o d y  - T ig h t  S h o r t s  
R o le ;  B o d y  P a r t
B o d y  T y p e : S tru n g  M u s c u la r i ty  
P h y s ic a l  S e tt in g :  I n d is c e rn ib le  
S o c ia l S e tt in g :  O n e  M a n
C lo th in g :  W o r k o u t  A t t i r e :  U p p e r  B o d y  * N o  S h i r t  
W o r k o u t  A tt i r e :  L o w e r  B o d y  - In d is c e rn ib le  
R o le : I n v i te r
B o d y  T y p e ; F re a k is h  M u s c u la r i ty  
P h y s ic a l S e tt in g :  In d is c e rn ib le  
S o c ia l S e tt in g :  O n e  M a n
C lo th in g : W o rk o u t  A tt i re :  U p p e r  B o d y  - S leeveless T -S h ir t  
W o rk o u t A tt i re :  I ^ iw c r  B o d y  - In d is c e rn ib le  
R o le : E x e rc is e - In t im id a to r
B o d y  T y p e : F re a k b ih  M u s c u la r i ty  
P h y s ic a l S e tt in g :  G y m  
S o c ia l S e tt in g :  O n e  M a n
C lo th in g : W o rk o u t  A t t i r e :  U p p e r  B o d y  - N o  S h i r t  
W o rk o u t  A t t i r e :  I a iw c r  Ik id y  - T ig h t  S h o r ts  
R o le : I n t im id a to r
Shirt
B o d y  T y p e : l a r g e  M u s c u la r i ty  
P h y s ic a l S e tt in g :  G y m  
S o c ia l S e t t in g :  O n e  M a n
C lo th in g :  W o rk o u t  A tt i re :  U p p e r  B o d y  - M u sc le  
W o rk o u t  A tt i re :  I^o w er Ik id y  - ' l i g h t  S h o r ts  
R u le : S te p  by  S te p
